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ABSTRACT 
 

Diarrhoea is a complex condition mostly encountered in small animal practices incriminating 

some common enteric pathogens including canine parvovirus type 2, canine coronavirus, 

canine distemper virus, canine rotavirus, endoparasites, bacteria as well as life style and diet. 

The CPV, CCoV and CRV are the main viral enteric pathogens responsible for severe 

gastroenteritis including diarrhoea; whereas CPV-2 is the cause of high morbidity and high 

mortality in dog populations. 

Since its appearance in the late 1970, several evolutions and mutations of CPV have been 

observed, resulting in the replacement of the original type by its new variants CPV-2a, CPV-

2b and later on CPV-2c, circulating worldwide. Nowadays, in severe cases of CPV-2 infection, 

it was found that there is mix infection between CPV-2 and CCoV, or CPV-2 and CRV 

infection. Therefore, the monitoring of these infectious diseases is critical for control and 

prevention.  

Our study aimed to determine the epidemiology of bloody diarrhoea, to identify and 

discriminate viral enteric pathogens circulating among puppies presented to the North West 

University, Animal Health hospital, Mafikeng campus by means of Immunochromatography 

and molecular techniques. 

Faecal samples of 84 diarrhoeic dogs presented with signs suspected to be due to CPV-2 

infection were collected at consultation. In addition, other demographic informations were 

collected for each dog. Two diagnostic methods were used: Immunochromatography assay (IC) 

for antigen detection and conventional PCR using the universal CPV primers for 

characterisation. Of the 84 samples, IC tested 66/84, 2/84 and 2/84 positive CPV-2, CCoV and 

CRV antigens respectively. Conventional PCR revealed 80/84, 0/84 and 12/84 positive CPV-

2 DNA, CCoV-RNA and CRV-RNA respectively. The analysis of the sequences confirmed 

the presence of 80 CPV-2 strains and 12 CRV strains. The predominant circulating variant was 

the CPV-2c followed by CPV-2b (minor); and G3 rotavirus serotype. The statistical results 

showed a significance (P<0.05) correlation between the IC and PCR results on CPV-2 and 

CRV, whereas no significance were observe concerning CCoV. Additionally CRV showed a 

statistical significance between vaccinated and unvaccinated dogs, whereas CPV and CCoV 

did not. The phylogenetic analysis performed on CPV-2 and CRV sequences revealed 
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similarities with strains from Korean, Peru, China, India, and Nigeria for CPV and Japan for 

CRV respectively. 

The study revealed that predominant positive samples were obtained from puppies aged 

between 0 – 12 weeks. However, no correlation was found between ages and the occurrence of 

the disease among patients. There was no significant correlation between sex and the 

occurrence of CPV virus, neither a correlation between the occurrence of the disease and the 

location of the dogs. Most of the affected animals had either been vaccinated once or never. In 

addition, the study noted that some animals had a co-infection of CPV and CRV viruses. In 

this survey, the characterisation of the CPV-2c and CPV-2b variants, and the one of CRV 

serotype will contribute to the understanding of the pathogenesis of the diseases and the 

awareness of monitoring strategies for an efficient control and prevention of infections for a 

better public health. 

In conclusion, this study revealed that the majority of animals presented with gastroenteritis to 

the Animal Health Hospital at the North West University, Mafikeng Campus were 

predominantly affected by the CPV virus and mainly the CPV-2 virus.  

There is a need of more awareness for pet owners on the issue of vaccination in order to reduce 

the prevalence of the diseases in the area. 

Keywords: Gastroenteritis, IC, PCR, Canine parvovirus, Canine coronavirus, Canine rotavirus. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Gastroenteritis is a condition in which the stomach and the small intestine are affected in the 

inflammatory processes (Howell, 1996). Diarrhoea itself is not a disease, it is a complex 

(syndrome) from pathogens of different origins like bacteria, viruses, parasites, environment; 

and lifestyle condition like food and weaning (Casseleux, 2009). The acute onset of bloody 

diarrhoea is the main characteristic of gastroenteritis (Kahn et al., 2005). 

Gastroenteritis and/or haemorrhagic gastroenteritis is an important threat to consider in the 

kennel population as it is caused mainly by canine parvovirus, known for its rapid propagation 

(Decaro & Buonavoglia, 2012; Kaur et al., 2016); Bloody diarrhea also known as “Strawberry 

jam” is the typical form of gastroenteritis; mostly with mucus involvement and increased 

frequency of defecation (Casseleux, 2009). 

The most affected in the kennel population are puppies under 6 months of age, mostly between 

6-20 weeks of age (Tupler et al., 2012) compared to adult dogs which are less at risk. The 

younger ages are at high risk to develop gastroenteritis due to the fact that the maternal antibody 

protection decreases with time and the protection status in puppies, through vaccination, has 

not yet been adequately established to protect them against the infection (Kahn et al., 2005). 

Marks et al. (2011); Grellet et al. (2014) described the enteric pathogens involved in diarrhoea 

in canine populations: 

 Canine parvovirus (CPV) 

 Canine coronavirus (CCoV) 

 Salmonella Spp 

 Campylobacter Spp 

 Clostridium perfringens 

 𝛃-haemolytic Escherichia coli  

 Giardia Spp 

 Toxocara Spp 

 Ancylostoma Spp 

 Cystoisospora Spp  
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The three latter are parasitic enteropathogens; while the most frequently encountered viral 

enteric pathogens are canine parvovirus (CPV) and canine coronavirus (CCoV) (Marks et al., 

2011). These two viruses are very complementary in the way that CPV attacks cells with high 

replication levels (digestive cells from crypts); while CCoV attacks mature cells (digestive cells 

located on the apex of villosities) (Casseleux, 2009). The combination of these two viral 

pathogens explain the fatal diarrhoea observed during weaning in puppies. 

Ortega et al. (2017) demonstrated in their study that the co-infection of the CRV and CPV 

displays a severe condition of viral gastroenteritis because rotavirus has a low mortality rate. 

However, it remains a threat to global health due of its zoonotic features as compared to CPV 

which is the main important pathogen of canine gastroenteritis responsible for high mortality 

in the dog populations. 

The risk of death increases with poor food consumption leading to the degradation of faeces 

quality which is associated with reduced daily weight gain. The dehydration indicates a severe 

condition; with appropriate supportive care, most dogs recover within a short period (Kahn et 

al., 2005). Many cases of diarrhoea resolve with or without symptomatic treatment due to the 

fact that its aetiology and factors involved are misunderstood (Stavisky et al., 2011). 

Laboratory confirmation of the pathogen involved is ideal (Desario et al., 2005). Therefore it 

is important to extend the understanding of this most frequently reported concern in the kennel 

field. 

In Africa, the prevalence of CPV-2 strains were described by Steinel et al. (1998) 

demonstrating that CPV-2b was the predominant strain present at 66 % in the southern part of 

Africa. In South Africa, studies done by Dogonyaro et al. (2013) on CPV-2 variants revealed 

that the predominant CPV-2 circulating was 2b followed by 2a. Up until now there were no 

studies reported on CPV-2c on the canine populations except for a case from serval 

(Leptailurus serval) detected with CPV-2c (Oosthuizen et al., 2019). 

1 1. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Several factors can induce bloody gastroenteritis in puppies as a result of mixed effects between 

22 pathogens and lifestyle risk factors (Stavisky et al., 2011). Although its aetiology is often 

incompletely understood. Most of the time, at first sight before any diagnostic procedure done, 

bloody diarrhoea tend to be confused with parvovirus infection in regard to the clinical signs. 

However, some tests helps to discriminate parvovirus from other conditions: faecal floatation 
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rule out worms and coccidian, wet preps rule out giardia, blood smear with signs of neutrophilia 

indicate parvovirus and you have the rapid parvo snap test for confirmation. The challenge is 

mostly to differentiate diarrhoea caused by parvovirus from the one of coronavirus and 

rotavirus; because all three being involved in the viral infection induction. 

Therefore it is important to identify and determine the causative pathogen involved in bloody 

diarrhoea in puppies that are presented to the Animal Health Hospital, Mafikeng Campus, 

North-West University; although undocumented in Mafikeng. 

1 2. THE STUDY AIM 

The aim of the present study was to determine the aetiology of bloody diarrhoea and identify 

which potential aetiological viral pathogens are circulating among puppies brought to the 

Animal Health Hospital, Mafikeng Campus; by means of Immunochromatography assay as a 

screening test and molecular method in the laboratory for confirmation. 

1 3. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The objectives of the study were: 

 To establish the viral causes of bloody diarrhoea in puppies presented at the Animal 

Health Hospital, Mafikeng campus using faecal floatation rule out worms and coccidian 

and the rapid parvo snap test for confirmation.  

 To determine the viral aetiology of bloody diarrhoea using conventional PCR. 

 To determine the reliability of the rapid test (snap test) compared to the molecular 

technique of conventional-PCR, in order to compare if the results obtained from rapid 

test are uncontestable with those of molecular technique. 

1 4. JUSTIFICATION 

The clinical manifestations of bloody diarrhoea tend to be confusing sometimes with those of 

CPV infections in puppies. In clinic, puppies presented with bloody diarrhoea present several 

signs of parvovirus infection that can be in contradiction with the results of the snap test; which 

became a dilemma practically. So the molecular approach remains the ideal way to determine 

the final diagnosis of the bloody diarrhoea (suspected as parvovirus) as this can be caused by 

the three viruses of the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) (Parvovirus, Coronavirus and Rotavirus). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

Gastroenteritis is a medical term referring to the inflammation of the (GIT), usually the stomach 

and intestine (Howell, 1996). Haemorrhagic gastroenteritis (HGE) is a very serious condition 

affecting dogs and is characterised by an acute onset of bloody diarrhoea in a formerly healthy 

dog (Kahn et al., 2005). The typical sign is a sudden onset of profuse bloody diarrhoea with a 

foul odour affecting young dogs age between 2-4 years old (Willard, 1983). HGE is an 

important threat to consider in the kennel population as its propagation and spread is usually 

rapid, mainly due to the role played by CPV in the process (Decaro & Buonavoglia, 2012; Kaur 

et al., 2016). 

Diarrhoea is not a disease, it is a clinical sign that can have several infectious causes; and it is 

known as one of the concerns reported most frequently in dogs (Casseleux, 2009). It is also 

understood as a change observed in the bowel’s movement that affects certain parameters such 

as frequency, fluidity, content and volume. Its aetiology is unknown as it is a multifactorial 

condition in dogs (Stavisky et al., 2011).  

Some enteric pathogens are considered involved in diarrhoea and gastroenteritis in canine 

population, namely:  

 Canine parvovirus (CPV) 

 Canine coronavirus (CCoV) 

 Canine rotavirus (CRV) 

 Canine distemper (CDV) 

 Salmonella Spp. 

 Campylobacter Spp. 

 Clostridium perfringens 

 𝛃- haemolytic Escherichia coli (Marks et al., 2011) 

The most common viral pathogens of the GIT are CPV, CRV and CCoV; Giardia Spp., 

Toxocara Spp., Cystoisospora Spp., Ancylostoma Spp. are parasitic enteropathogens which can 

be able to cause diarrhoea (Grellet et al., 2014). Lifestyle factors such as the vaccination 
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history, the diet and the contact between species also contribute to acute diarrhoea cases 

(Stavisky et al., 2011). 

Canine parvovirus, Canine rotavirus, Canine distemper virus and Canine coronavirus represent 

the four families of viruses aetiologically responsible for severe enteritis in dogs (Pollock & 

Carmichael, 1982). Therefore, this study will mostly focus on the gastrointestinal viruses 

known to be the most expected in the kennel population, responsible for diarrhoea named: 

CPV, CCoV and CRV (Casseleux, 2009) as they are most difficult to diagnose. 

2.2. DESCRIPTION AND GENERAL ASPECT OF VIRUSES 

2.2.1. CANINE PARVOVIRUS 

Canine parvovirus type 2, the main enteric pathogen in dogs is a small, non-enveloped, single 

stranded DNA genome with an icosahedral capsid of about 25 nm of diameter (Appel & Barr, 

2009). CPV-2 belongs to the family of Parvoviridae (Strassheim et al., 1994), of the genus 

Protoparvovirus, together with feline panleukopenia virus. The Figure 2.1 illustrates the 

classification of CPV-2 (Tattersall & Cotmore, 1990). 

 

 

 

 

                       Infect Vertebrates                                                       Infect Insects 

 

Parvovirus          Erythrovirus           Dependovirus                                   

 

                                                                                  Densovirus           Iteravirus          Contravirus  

 

Figure 2. 1: Classification of CPV  

The origin of CPV has not been established, but it was demonstrated that it is a very stable 

virus with the ability to withstand high temperature and any pH (Kahn et al., 2005). Resistant 

to heating (60 ℃ for one hour), resistant to pH 3 and ether treatment (Willard, 1983). 

Family Parvoviridae 

Subfamily Parvovirinae                                        Subfamily Densovirinae 
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In nomenclature, there are two types of canine parvovirus viruses: canine parvovirus type I 

(CPV-1) and canine parvovirus type II (CPV-2). Canine parvovirus type I (CPV-1) also called 

minute virus of canines (MVC) has been identified as the cause of neonatal death in dogs 

(Carmichael, 1994); additionally it is incriminated as causing myocarditis in neonatal puppies 

(Hayes et al., 1979). Recently, it has been shown that CPV-1 is unrelated genetically and 

antigenically to the viruses of the genus parvovirus belonging to the Parvoviridae family. 

However,  it is considered as part of the genus Bocavirus together with bovine parvovirus and 

human bocavirus (Tattersall et al., 2005).  

Canine parvovirus type 2 (CPV-2) known as the original viral strain for CPV infection, causes 

severe, fatal haemorrhagic gastroenteritis in 2 to 6 months old puppies (Decaro et al., 2006a; 

Truyen, 2006). CPV-2 appeared as a canine pathogen in the late 70s. It is believed to be derived 

from feline panleukopaenia virus (FPLV) described as a cat infection and presents the same 

resemblance with the latter (Truyen et al., 1994).  

Canine parvovirus type 2, discovered in the late 1970, has mutated and evolved leading to the 

appearance of three antigenic variants: CPV-2a, CPV-2b and CPV-2c (Parrish et al., 1985). In 

1980, CPV-2a and CPV-2b were described as new mutant antigenic variants and replaced the 

original CPV-2. The third variant, CPV-2c appeared later in the 2000s and was discovered in 

Italy and predominantly circulating in European countries (Buonavoglia et al., 2001) and 

distributed in Asia and America (Truyen, 2006). All three variants  happened to be actually 

more dominant and prevalent worldwide in canine populations (Decaro et al., 2006b; Kaur et 

al., 2016) as they have totally replaced the original CPV-2 (Buonavoglia et al., 2000) known 

to be the source of high morbidity and mortality in young dogs (Goddard & Leisewitz, 2010). 

Two different forms associated with CPV-2 infection are observed:  

 Enteritis  

 Myocarditis. 

The difference between the original CPV-2 and its antigenic subtypes resides at the position 

426 of the VP2 capsid protein whereas 5-6 amino acid of the CPV-2 has mutated and 

consequently gave rise to the emergence of CPV-2a and CPV-2b (Parrish et al., 1991). 

However, CPV-2a differs from CPV-2b by the presence of 2 single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs) in the gene sequence of the VP (Decaro et al., 2005a). Therefore, CPV-2a is now termed 

Gln 426; CPV-2b is termed Asp-426; CPV-2c named Glu-426 mutant and was found in adult 

vaccinated dog with severe gastroenteritis (Decaro et al., 2008). 
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The DNA genome is composed of 2 open reading frames (ORFs) in which one plays a role in 

the viral DNA replication and transcription to encode non-structural proteins (NS1 and NS2); 

the other one plays a role in encoding the capsid proteins of the virus (Pérez et al., 2007). The 

viral protein (VP) comprise VP1, VP2, and VP3 where VP2 structure the non-enveloped 

icosahedral capsid of CPV-2 (Mochizuki et al., 1993; Strassheim et al., 1994).  

Regardless of the availability of safe and efficacious vaccines worldwide, CPV-2 constitute the 

major cause of serious and often fatal disease in dogs populations (Ling et al., 2012). Together 

with CCoV, they are mainly responsible for acute gastroenteritis (Decaro et al., 2006a). 

2.2.2. CANINE CORONAVIRUS 

Corona viruses are large enveloped, single stranded, positive-sense RNA viruses with a 

genome of 27-31 kb; they belong to the family of Coronaviridae, order Nidovirales, genus 

Alphacoronavirus (De Vries et al., 1997; Decaro et al., 2011; Adams & Carstens, 2012).  

Morphologically, coronaviruses are seen as spherical, enveloped viruses with large club-

shaped surfaces. Coronaviruses are divided into 3 antigenic groups (I, II, III) whereas CCoV is 

classified within the group I coronaviruses as well as FIPV (Feline infectious peritonitis virus), 

Feline coronaviruses, TGEV (Transmissible gastro-enteritis virus of swine), PEDV (porcine 

epidemic diarrhoea virus), PRCoV (porcine respiratory coronavirus), and human coronavirus 

(HCoV-229E and HCoV- NL63) (Decaro & Buonavoglia, 2008; Patel & Heldens, 2009).  

With reference to the order Nidovirales, the word nido from the Latin Nidus meaning nest, 

which imply to the 3’ co-terminal nested subgenomic viral mRNA that is produced during 

replication of the virus (Balasuriya & Stott, 2004). It is noted the existence of 2 categories of 

CCoV (Decaro & Buonavoglia, 2008): canine enteric coronavirus (CECoV), known as CCoV 

belongs to the group I coronaviruses, and canine respiratory coronavirus (CRCoV) belonging 

to the group II coronaviruses. CECoV is the cause of moderate to severe gastroenteritis in 

puppies (Decaro et al., 2004); although divided in 2 distinct genotypes identified in the faeces 

of infected puppies with enteritis (Pratelli et al., 2004): 

 CCoV type I (CCoV-I) 

 CCoV type II (CCoV-II). 

Canine coronavirus has an envelope that contain 2 viral structural glycoprotein spikes S and 

M, the small membrane and the nucleocapsid N. The glycoprotein S forms the external 

membrane plays a role in neutralising antibodies and is responsible for binding virions to the 
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host cell membrane; whilst the glycoprotein M forms the transmembrane is lodged in the 

envelope (Enjuanes et al., 2000). Additionally, the small membrane constitutes the assembling 

envelope; and the nucleocapsid N constitutes the helical protein that plays a role in modulating 

the synthesis of viral RNA (Enjuanes et al., 2000). 

Canine coronavirus are inactivated by lipid-solvents with a stable pH of 3.0; heat-labile; this 

virus is still virulent in cold conditions. Though it plays a role in tracheobronchitis (Kennel-

cough) in dogs as demonstrated recently by some studies (Balasuriya & Stott, 2004). 

2.2.3 CANINE ROTAVIRUS 

Rotaviruses belong to the family Reoviridae, genus rotavirus. Canine rotavirus is a non-

enveloped, icosahedral capsid, triple layered virus with a double-stranded RNA; which is 

approximately 60-75 nm in diameter (Martella et al., 2010). The virus is grouped into 8 species 

(A-H) whereas the genome is composed with 11 fragments of RNA that encodes 12 viral 

proteins, 6 structural proteins and 5 or 6 non-structural proteins (Matthijnssens et al., 2012). 

Morphologically, the virus has the shape of a wheel, best identified using electron microscopy. 

The outer viral capsid proteins VP4 and VP7 form the platform on which the dual system of 

classification for rotaviruses is based (Martella et al., 2001). The outer capsid proteins (VP4 

and VP7) are implicated in viral neutralisation; whereas VP4 is the minor neutralising antigen 

referred as the P type, and VP7 is the major neutralising antigen referred to as the G type (Estes, 

1996; Desselberger, 2014). Therefore, VP4 is termed protease-sensitive P-type and VP7 termed 

glycosylated G-type (Iturriza-Gómara et al., 2004). Serological and genomic techniques are 

then implemented for the differentiation within types, subtypes and serotypes (Martella et al., 

2001). In addition, for VP4, another particular identification has been used for ease of reference 

for P serotypes (open numbers) and P genotypes (numbers in brackets) (Estes & Cohen, 1989). 

Rotaviruses are known as the most important gastroenteric pathogens causing acute watery 

dehydrating diarrhoea in both humans and various animals species (Greenberg & Estes, 2009); 

and they are considered as zoonotic agents (Martella et al., 2010). 

2.3. PATHOGENESIS AND TRANSMISSION OF VIRUSES 

2.3.1. CANINE PARVOVIRUS 

The faecal oral route is the principal way of transmission of CPV. The infection is spread 

through oronasal exposure or faecal ingestion by direct contact with contaminated faeces or 
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indirect contact with contaminated objects, soil and environment (Decaro et al., 2005b). The  

intestinal crypts and lymphoid organs are the target tissues for CPV replication (Pollock, 1982). 

Once the virus penetrates through oronasal route, the retropharyngeal and mesenteric lymph 

nodes (gastroenteric-associated lymphoid tissues) are the first site for replication (Potgieter et 

al., 1981). The virus remains in the serum for five days after infection, then it is disseminated 

in the body through bloodstream and thereafter transported by infected leucocytes to the 

germinal epithelium of the crypts of the small intestine with resultant diarrhoea (Pollock, 1982). 

Infected puppies shed the virus in the faeces after an incubation period of four to five days prior 

to exposure and 10 days maximum post recovery (Decaro et al., 2005a). High titres are 

observed in the faeces of infected dogs (Pollock, 1982) especially type 2a and type 2b 

(Carmichael, 1994), whereas in the tonsils and intestinal tissues are found the prominent viral 

titre (Meunier et al., 1985). In puppies that died as a result of CPV infection, gross lesions such 

as haemorrhagic enteritis of the small intestine and enlargement of mesenteric lymph nodes 

and Peyer’s patches are identified (Greene and Decaro, 2012); villous atrophy; and dilation of 

crypts which have no epithelial cells (Azetaka et al., 1981). 

2.3.2. CANINE CORONAVIRUS 

The incubation period for CCoV is 1-4 days, and the viral replication occurs in the epithelial 

cells of the large intestine where the virus destroys the absorptive mucosa, thus desquamation 

and atrophy of the colonic ridges and therefore shortening of the intestinal villi with 

consequence diarrhoea as a result of malabsorption and indigestion (Balasuriya & Stott, 2004). 

Canine coronavirus has a high morbidity and low mortality rate, typically self-limited to the 

GIT (Decaro & Buonavoglia, 2008; Tennant et al., 1991) and more prone to infect sheltered 

and kennelled dogs (Pinto et al., 2014). The genetic evolution of a more virulent strain known 

as CB/05 variant tends to aggravate the disease and accentuate the high mortality (Patel & 

Heldens, 2009). 

Although, the high mortality rate encountered is due to a combination or synergistic effect or 

mixed infection with other pathogens like CPV, CDV and/or canine adenovirus type I (Pratelli 

et al., 2001b), the consequence of which whether the infection will be mild or severe (Appel, 

1988). Dogs shed the virus for 2 weeks or longer; therefore the contamination is via faecal-oral 

route, and the virus is transmitted via inhalation or aerosols and ingestion through saliva (Patel 

& Heldens, 2009). 
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2.3.3. CANINE ROTAVIRUS 

Martella et al. (2001) demonstrated that group A rotaviruses, considered as the most important 

pathogens are mainly responsible of neonatal diarrhoea in both humans and several animals 

species; and the condition is often worsened by a lack of hygiene and poor management (Clasen 

et al., 2014). Rotavirus infection is not really seen as a pathogenic condition of dogs and cats, 

as the infection is usually subclinical with mild enteritis (Cook et al., 2004). However, the 

infection induced does not have great impact as the disease is minor in puppies. In addition, it 

has been noticed that puppies less than 12 weeks of age happen to be more sensitive to the 

infection and exhibit a diarrhoea within 20-24 hours (Johnson et al., 1983; Guirao, 2009). 

 

Figure 2. 2: Representation of the lumen of small intestine. Illustration of the predilection sites 

for the pathophysiology of canine parvovirus, canine rotavirus and canine coronavirus (Pratelli, 

2006). 

2.4. CLINICAL SIGNS OF VIRUSES 

2.4.1. CANINE PARVOVIRUS 

Carpenter et al. (1980) reported that the most evident clinical signs for CPV-2 infection is 

enteritis; usually accompanied by a rapid and sudden onset of diarrhoea, vomiting, dehydration, 

anorexia and a well-marked swollen abdomen, depression, and death as early as two days after 

the onset of the disease (Carpenter et al., 1980). Additionally, apparent signs like bloody 

 Coronavirus 

 Rotavirus 

 Parvovirus 
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diarrhoea with a foul smell, fever ≥ 39.4 ℃, leukopaenia, and neonatal death due to myocarditis 

in puppies (Yilmaz et al., 2005) are all part of the symptoms. 

Parrish (1995) demonstrated that the clinical manifestation of CPV infection depend on the age 

of the host; while Decaro et al. (2005a) reported that the clinical form of the disease is 

characterised by an haemorrhagic diarrhoea. Decaro et al.(2009a) observed that haemorrhagic 

gastroenteritis and leukopenia are the common clinical signs associated with CPV infection. 

Prittie (2004) reported that CPV enteritis presented non-specific clinical signs characterised by 

anorexia, depression, and fever; thus typically limited to a severe GIT disturbance and 

immunity suppression. Smith-Carr et al. (1997) reported that vomiting is the initial 

manifestation of the condition in puppies followed by small bowel diarrhoea 24-48 hours after 

the onset of clinical signs. Additionally, Pollock and Coyne (1993) reported leukopenia in 

severe cases, lymphopenia and an acute onset of enteritis. 

Greene and Decaro (2012) reported that haemorrhagic diarrhoea, vomiting, fever, lymphopenia 

and death in certain circumstances, constitute the signs of CPV infection. Ortega et al. (2017) 

described the clinical signs of CPV infection to include fever, anorexia, lethargy, depression, 

vomiting, mucoid to haemorrhagic diarrhoea and sometimes leukopenia. 

2.4.2. CANINE CORONAVIRUS 

Clinical signs are mild, often asymptomatic and include loose to watery faeces, often with 

mucus or blood, anorexia, dullness, vomiting and diarrhoea for ± 2 weeks (Tennant et al., 

1991); and the disease is highly contagious (Carmichael & Binn, 1981). Anorexia, vomiting, 

dehydration, soft to fluidly diarrhoea are the clinical signs of CCoV described by Pratelli 

(2006).  

2.4.3. CANINE ROTAVIRUS 

There is no pathognomonic clinical signs for CRV infection as the disease is subclinical and 

the infection asymptomatic; mostly confusing with signs of CPV infection or CCoV infection 

suggesting a possibility of co-infection and a mixed-effect between pathogens (virus, bacteria, 

parasites) (Martella et al., 2001; Yilmaz et al., 2007; Solberg et al., 2009). 

It has been observed that Rotavirus infection causes severe dehydrating diarrhoea mostly in 

infants younger than 5 years of age and in puppies younger than 2 weeks of age; associated 

with anorexia and vomiting, often fatal (Greenberg & Estes, 2009). 
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Ortega et al. (2017) described the clinical signs of rotavirus infection as mild enteritis 

especially in pups below two weeks old; additionally there may be lethargy, anorexia, fever, 

diarrhoea and vomiting. Pollock and Carmichael (1990) reported that CRV infection is less 

important in pups as usually the most affected pups are younger than 2 weeks old. The signs 

are subclinical and a mild form of enteritis associated with anorexia and vomiting. 

2.5. IMMUNITY AND CONTROL OF VIRUSES 

2.5.1. CANINE PARVOVIRUS 

Ling et al. (2012) reported that CPV-2 infection was identified as a disease affecting mostly 

young dogs under 6 months of age; with a high mortality occurring in puppies less than a year 

old. This can be explained by the interference between vaccine antigen and antibodies from the 

first immunity acquired at birth, through colostrum to provide protective immunity in new-

borns (Ling et al., 2012). 

The interference between maternal derived antibodies (MDA) from vaccinated dams to puppies 

(via colostrum) and the CPV vaccine itself constitute the major problem of CPV vaccination 

failure (Decaro & Buonavoglia, 2012). For puppies less than 2 weeks of age, who did not 

acquired enough MDA, it’s not recommended to vaccinate with MLV core vaccine as it can 

cause the disease and predispose to death (Day et al., 2016). Moreover, the immune system is 

not well balanced during the early time after birth or during the first week, because of the 

thermoregulation default. 

The ideal goal and best way to control and prevent CPV-2 in domestic animals is through 

immunization (Pollock & Carmichael, 1983; Nandi et al., 2013). The adequate approach is to 

vaccinate only after waning of MDA, so that active immunisation will be freely acquired 

(Greene & Decaro, 2012), mainly using a modified live virus vaccine (MLV) (Decaro & 

Buonavoglia, 2012). Other vaccines like inactivated vaccines are less effective and take much 

longer to induce an immune response and induce only short-term immunity (Truyen & Parish, 

2013). 

Previous studies demonstrated that most of the vaccines used currently, especially the modified 

live virus vaccine are made with CPV-2 or CPV-2b, thus effective to induce protection against 

all variants including CPV-2c (Decaro & Buonavoglia, 2012; Wilson et al., 2013). 

Nevertheless, the prevalence of CPV-2 infection is still a challenge as some young and adult 

dogs displayed clinical signs of CPV infection despite the completion of a full vaccination 
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calendar as demonstrated by Decaro et al., 2008; Decaro et al., 2009b; and Mylonakis et al., 

2016. 

Truyen (1999) observed that the standard vaccines used nowadays incorporate an inactivated 

and a MLV vaccine to prevent against CPV infection. Additionally, the evolution and the 

apparition of CPV-2 new variants make these vaccines ineffective for the protection of puppies 

against the infection. 

Day et al. (2016) reported that CPV-2 variant is still present in some of the current MLV 

vaccine used, therefore stimulates an active immune response that provide protective immunity 

of ≥ 4 years against all variants including CPV-2c. Additionally, Day et al. (2016) reported that 

inactivated (killed) vaccines are not beneficial in routine use as they are only administered 

where MLV are not recommended like in pregnant bitches, wild and exotic species. Thus, 

inactivated (killed) vaccine are less effective and take long time to induce an immune response 

(Day et al., 2016). Although, puppies less than 4 weeks of age can’t be vaccinated because the 

immune system is protected by the MDA and vaccination with MLV is inappropriate, as it can 

trigger the disease and some pathologies (Day et al., 2016).  

Altman et al. (2017) reported that puppies vaccinated later than 12 weeks have their risk of 

vaccination failure decreased; and the use of final vaccination at less than 12 weeks of age 

predispose to vaccination failure. Furthermore, a review for the final vaccination age for 

puppies to be at/or after sixteen weeks, as the age of administration for last vaccination plays 

an important role in vaccination failure (Altman et al., 2017). 

Smith-Carr et al. (1997) reported that the most evident and incriminating factors in the 

occurrence of CPV infection are a lack of protective immunity (due to the non-acquisition or 

non-receptivity of passive transfer of antibodies from dams to puppies through colostrum), 

incomplete or ineffective primary CPV vaccination course and/or failure of vaccine to provide 

and induce immunity.  

Prittie (2004) demonstrated that natural infection of CPV always presents a high positive value 

on IC or ELISA as compared to an infection induced by vaccination of maternal antibody which 

will have a probability to be a false positive. Several authors also demonstrated that due to the 

fact that CPV-2 shedding period is short (2 weeks), vaccination with live attenuated CPV-2 

vaccine may induce a false positive result of IC or ELISA few days post vaccination. 
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Khan et al. (2006) reported that CPV-2 infection is mostly observed in unvaccinated dogs for 

reasons like poor management and hygiene, cost of vaccines, and often unawareness of pet’s 

owners. Calderón et al. (2011) explained that to manage CPV-2 infection in little puppies, it is 

better to vaccinate pregnant bitches in order to increase the level of specific colostral and milk 

antibody in dogs. 

The composition of the vaccine currently used in the control and vaccination of CPV infection 

worldwide is basically made with the original type 2 as the antigen or its variant; so that puppies 

are fully and efficiently protected from the disease and the infection (Decaro & Buonavoglia, 

2012).  

Decaro and Buonavoglia, (2012) stated that primary reasons for the fast expanding of CPV-2 

regardless vaccination are either a poor immune system or the interference of MDA in 

vaccinated puppies. However, in South Africa, the disease is mostly related to non-vaccination 

causes. As stated earlier, because the level of MDA interfering with CPV vaccination causing 

inefficacity of the vaccine, high titre CPV vaccine works adequately to protect puppies from 

this dilemma (Kahn et al., 2005). 

Several studies (Pérez et al., 2007; Decaro et al., 2007) clarified that the original subtype CPV-

2 is no longer circulating and has been replaced by its variants, especially the latest one CPV-

2c. The CPV-2 as the antigen of the vaccine currently used is still suitable to cover a long term 

immunity protection against all subtypes (Spibey et al., 2008). Although there are studies 

currently to evaluate whether the new antigenic variant (CPV-2c) can prevail adequately in the 

full protection of the puppies without interference. As a results a potential cross- protection 

might be observed after vaccination (Wilson et al., 2014). 

The role played by CPV variants during their evolution and antigenicity has shown that CPV 

is really posing a sanitary security problem worldwide; so many studies and researches 

gathered some preventives measures and strategies to help assist in the control of CPV spread 

(Nandi et al., 2013): 

 Immediate isolation of sick puppies and/or adults 

 Good hygiene and instructions to the working team about the risk of contamination, so 

that regular disinfection of instruments, area and personnel has to be followed. 

 Quarantine of 14 days for all sick or exposed animals and 30 days for all newly 

introduced animals. 
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 Grouping of animals according to age; separate young from adults 

 The use of hand sanitizers with 70% alcohol (alcohol does not kill the virus, but the 

bacteria and other pathogens). 

 Vaccination and deworming protocols and schedules to be followed. 

Spibey et al. (2008) investigated whether the CPV-2 live attenuated vaccine (Norbivac intervet) 

can protect dogs from the virulent type 2c virus. The results of their study showed that 

vaccinated dogs were not only protected from the clinical aspect of the disease as CPV-2 

vaccine-based administration prevented the shedding of CPV-2c virus. Therefore the study 

reported that vaccination with type 2 vaccine would fully protect all current CPV variants and 

would build a strong immune response to CPV infections.  

There are also other aggravating factors and risk predisposing factors along with CCoV co-

infection in the manifestation of parvoviral disease; these include weaning, overcrowding, 

endoparasite load (Goddard & Leisewitz, 2010; Kalli et al., 2010). Additionally, the sex, breed, 

age, vaccination status, and the season of the year appear to be influencing factors; young ages, 

unvaccinated animals were more likely to be CPV positive compare to vaccinated animal 

(Miranda et al., 2015).  

Moskvina and Ermolenko (2016) reported that a number of canine helminths including 

Toxocara canis, Ancylostoma caninum, Dipylidium caninum, and Echinococcus species are 

considered as zoonotic parasites worldwide and pose a threat to public health. The study also 

added that the control of these helminths in the environment is complicated by the increased 

number of stray dogs, and along with the increased number of strays will be the elevated 

chances of encountering contaminated faeces. 

2.5.2. CANINE CORONAVIRUS 

Carmichael & Binn (1981) reported that all breeds and ages are prone to CCoV infection. Ntafis 

et al. (2013) reported that older animals are less susceptible to CCoV than younger animals, as 

older animals have built immunity from exposure to the infection at an earlier age.  

Pollock (1982) reported that there were no effective vaccines available against CRV and 

CCoV; nevertheless Pratelli (2006) reported that the spread of CCoV infection was difficult to 

control as the virus is shed for a long period (± 6 months after the clinical signs have 

disappeared) becoming highly contagious especially when it remained in the environment. 
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Therefore the study suggested that the effective control of CCoV requires the prevention of the 

infection. 

2.5.3. CANINE ROTAVIRUS 

Pollock (1982) reported that there were no effective vaccines available against CRV and 

CCoV. 

2.6. DIAGNOSIS OF CANINE VIRAL DIARRHOEA  

Several authors (Mochizuki et al., 1993; Uwatoko et al., 1995; Desario et al., 2005) have 

described methods that could assist in the diagnosis of viral pathogens from faecal samples of 

diarrhoeic dogs.  

There are traditional methods (immunochromatographic (IC), haemagglutination (HA), viral 

isolation (VI), electron microscopy (EM), and others), that constitute the screening tests or 

preliminary tests. These tests or techniques need confirmation using laboratory techniques or 

molecular assay (i.e. conventional polymerase chain reaction (PCR) , real-time PCR, nested 

PCR, and others) as demonstrated by Desario et al. (2005). Traditional methods focused on 

detecting viral antigens whilst molecular methods focused on the nucleic acid ̶ based method; 

as stated by Decaro and Buonavoglia (2012). 

Desario et al. (2005) reported that an early and rapid diagnosis is crucial and delicate in the 

way that it will help prevent the spread of contamination by isolating those presenting clinical 

signs; and the risk of secondary infection among susceptible animals (Desario et al., 2005). As 

presented by Stavisky et al. (2011), diarrhoea in dogs results from complex pathogen life-style 

risk factors and involves multifactorial aspects; therefore, diagnosis made on clinical signs 

alone is not substantial. Laboratory diagnosis testing is ideal for confirmation of the infection. 

Decaro and Buonavoglia (2012) observed in their study that traditional methods (IC, HA, VI, 

EM, and others) have proven to be inferior to molecular techniques in relation to the sensitivity 

of the results. Whereas the IC assay, compared to molecular technique (nucleic acid – based 

method) presents a sensitivity not exceeding 50% but the specificity was 100%, usually 

responsible for a report of high number of false negative antigen test results. Schmitz et al. 

(2009) observed in their study that the antigen-detection kits present high specificity and low 

sensitivity results of 18.4%.  
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2.6.1. CANINE PARVOVIRUS 

There are a number of laboratory tests and methods to detect CPV-2 in faecal samples of enteric 

dogs, such as: electron microscopy (EM), ELISA, virus isolation, immunochromatographic test 

(IC), haemagglutination test (HA), haemagglutination inhibition test (HI), conventional 

polymerase chain reaction (C-PCR) and real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) 

(Desario et al. (2005). 

Electron microscopy (EM) 

Electron microscopy is a traditional method of diagnosis by mean of visualizing smaller object 

and identifying them according to their morphology. Therefore, the detection of CPV-2 in the 

faeces of dogs (puppies) with gastroenteritis will rely on the diameter size of the viral particles 

(±20 nm) and the icosahedral shape using a negative stain (Amo et al., 1999; Kaur et al., 2016). 

The big advantage of using EM in the detection of CPV-2 is the capacity to visualize the virus, 

to identify it and to confirm its presence; but the disadvantage is that it is required around 106 

virus particles per ml to detect CPV-2; that makes its sensitivity very low (Esfandiari & 

Klingeborn, 2000). 

ELISA (Enzyme Linked Immunoassay) 

ELISA is a serological test performed to detect specific viral antibodies in the serum samples. 

Indirect ELISA (also called Sandwich method) is the test performed to detect CPV infection, 

by mean of IgM antiviral antibody; particularly using a double antibody sandwich ELISA test 

(Rimmelzwaan et al., 1991). Proksch et al. (2015) reported that false negative faecal antigen 

ELISA results might be caused by the mutation of CPV strains in the field, not detectable by 

the faecal antigen ELISA. 

Viral isolation (VI) 

Viral isolation is a traditional method of diagnosis for detection of CPV-2 that requires 

acquiring cell lines cultivated in laboratory. Therefore, viral isolation is best achieved with a 

capable, specialized skilled personnel and availability of cell lines (Desario et al., 2005). 

Incubation period is 5-10 days, thus time consuming and another step testing by 

immunofluorescence or HA for the antigen detection; therefore it is a long process (Decaro & 

Buonavoglia, 2012). A positive result to viral isolation is the production of cytopathic effect 

(CPE) in the cell culture; or noticeable intranuclear inclusion bodies (Decaro et al., 2005a). 

Although, Desario et al. (2005) have demonstrated that viral isolation can detect CPV-2 in an 
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experimental infection some days post-infection, Viral isolation presents a main disadvantage 

of low sensitivity (Mochizuki et al., 1993).  

Haemagglutination test (HA) 

Haemagglutination assay, only done in specialized laboratory, is a traditional method of 

diagnosis based on the quantification of the virus (with the property to agglutinate) by using 

red blood cells (RBC) of porcine origin mostly (Desario et al., 2005). The main haematological 

feature (property) of CPV-2 is its ability to agglutinate erythrocytes on their surfaces from other 

different animals apart from the pig; but this presents a disadvantage as a large quantity of fresh 

erythrocytes is required and it is a challenge to obtain. Haemagglutination present the 

advantages of being simple, rapid and easy to perform and results are available within four 

hours; but the disadvantage is the low sensitivity and only a well-equipped and specialized 

laboratory is required (Desario et al., 2005). 

Immunochromatography test (IC) 

Traditional method of diagnosis known as a SNAP® rapid test performed by professionals 

(technicians and veterinarians) as well as by patient owners because of the simplicity and 

rapidity of the procedure (Esfandiari & Klingeborn, 2000). It requires the use of SNAP® Kit 

containing the antigen of the virus, available on the market and present the advantage of being 

used in clinical practice or anywhere as a rapid diagnostic test. Its disadvantage is that the result 

might be biased due to manipulations such as the subjectivity of the test operator, equipment 

defaults and/ or environmental factors (Desario et al., 2005) and has a low sensitivity (Schmitz 

et al., 2009). 

Immunochromatography assay is a rapid and safe diagnostic test that detects viral antigen by 

means of antibody based method also referred as a rapid faecal antigen ELISA test (Desario et 

al., 2005). False negative results are very frequently observed and might mislead the 

practitioners in the diagnosis and treatment (Schmitz et al., 2009).  

Molecular characterisation (PCR) 

Polymerase chain reaction assay is a molecular method of diagnosis based on the molecular 

identification and determination of the viral genome in the faeces of diarrhoeic dogs 

(Mochizuki et al., 1993). Decaro et al. (2005b) described PCR, especially RT- PCR as a more 

sensitive, more specific and more reproducible method of diagnosis of CPV-2; whilst Kang et 

al. (2006) classified it as a golden standard in laboratory diagnosis. Conventional PCR, as a 
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means of identifying CPV-2 in the faeces targets the detection of the DNA sequence in the 

faeces (Buonavoglia et al., 2001).  

Several authors have demonstrated that there are different PCR- based methods available in the 

line of detection of viral antigens: 

 Conventional PCR (Mochizuki et al., 1993) 

 Nested PCR (Hirasawa et al., 1994) 

 RT-PCR (real-time PCR) based on TaqMan probe or minor groove binders (MGB) 

(Decaro et al., 2005b). 

Conventional PCR focus on the sequence analysis of fragments of the VP2 by using primers, 

forward and reverse to encode informations of the amino-acid (Desario et al., 2005; Mochizuki 

et al., 1993); Nested PCR uses a double-nested primer pair (inner primer pair) to detect DNA 

on agarose gel electrophoresis (Hirasawa et al., 1994); RT-PCR based on TaqMan and Minor 

groove binders detect and quantify CPV-2 nucleic acid in few hours (Decaro et al., 2005b). 

However, RT-PCR is not commonly used  in most veterinary practice due to the fact that there 

is a necessity of using specialised materials, reagents and employing highly qualified personnel 

and the cost is rather prohibitive (Desario et al., 2005). 

2.6.2. CANINE CORONAVIRUS 

The diagnosis of CCoV in the laboratory is done by means of electron microscopy, serum virus 

neutralisation and ELISA test, and PCR for detection of the virus in the faeces (Balasuriya & 

Stott, 2004). Pratelli (2006) reported that laboratory confirmation is crucial for the diagnosis 

of CCoV virus; thus the detection in the faeces used EM, isolation in cell cultures and RT-

PCR. The detection of CCoV antibodies in the sera required virus neutralisation tests and 

ELISA. 

2.6.3. CANINE ROTAVIRUS 

Mijatovic-Rustempasic et al. (2016) have described several methods in the detection of 

rotavirus A in the faecal samples, including viral isolation in cell culture, electron microscopy 

(EM), enzyme immunoassay, coupled reverse transcriptase and PCR amplification (RT-PCR), 

and real-time reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR). 

Fitzgerald et al. (1995) reported that G3 serotypes rotaviruses have been found in different 

species including humans, monkeys, dogs, cats, horses, rabbits, mices, sheeps and pigs. 

Martella et al. (2001) have described and confirmed that G3 is the unique serotype within the 
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canine rotaviruses. Martella et al., (2001) reported that the isolation of canine rotavirus from 

dogs affected with gastroenteritis is less documented. 

Most of the methods of diagnosis described earlier are not quantitative except for RT-PCR 

(Decaro & Buonavoglia, 2012) as it quantified the virus load shed from the onset of the 

infection in dogs and carriers (Kumar & Nandi, 2010). 

2.6.4. REVIEW OF EPIDEMIOLOGY STUDIES 

In previous studies done by several authors on the epidemiology, detection, and 

characterization of the three viruses (CPV, CCoV and CRV), some had used IC as a screening 

test and later molecular assay for confirmative diagnosis, as mentioned below. 

Schunck et al. (1995) used a touch-down PCR for the detection of CPV and FPLV in the faeces 

of diarrhoeic dogs, in comparison with another conventional method of diagnostic EM which 

identify the morphology of the virus particles. The study detected that all the samples identified 

through electron microscopy were also positive by PCR; some samples were positive by PCR 

but not by EM as the sensitivity of PCR was more compared to EM. EM is quick but the cost 

of equipment and maintenance are high. They also reported that touch-down PCR display a 

more efficient amplification.  

Uwatoko et al. (1995) used in their study PCR as a rapid and specific assay to diagnose and 

identify CPV in the faeces of diarrheic dogs by utilising a double set of primers to amplify a 

specific 226-bp sequence. They also noted that ELISA test or culture method detected the virus 

from faeces containing more than 106 PFU/g fresh faeces within 1h, whilst PCR assay 

combined with the gel filtration was able to detect the virus from faeces containing as little as 

103 PFU/g fresh faeces within 3h. This test demonstrated that while the use of ELISA kit is 

less expensive and more rapid than PCR assay; PCR is able to identify fewer particles of CPV 

in the environment. Therefore Uwatoko et al. (1995) study is in agreement with the fact that 

PCR assay is a rapid, specific and sensitive method for detection of CPV from faecal samples.  

Breed predisposition also plays a big role in the incidence of canine parvovirus enteritis 

infection as reported by Houston et al. (1996) that American pit bull terrier, Rottweiler, German 

shepherd dogs, Doberman pinschers are highly at risk compared to small breed  like Toy 

poodles and Cocker spaniels. Additionally the study reported that sexually intact males are 

twice as likely as sexually intact females to develop CPV enteritis. 
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Decaro et al. (2005b) developed a real-time PCR assay for rapid detection and quantification 

of CPV-2 DNA in the faeces of dogs with diarrhoea; the assay was based on the TaqMan 

technology. In the study, PCR products were measured by an increase in the fluorescence of 

the probe by the DNA polymerase used for amplification. The study also demonstrated that 

negative samples from HA were detected to have CPV-2 DNA and positive samples by HA 

contained high amount of CPV-2 DNA using this real-time PCR. This finding was in agreement 

with other studies done previously demonstrating that HA has low sensitivity compared to 

molecular method.  

Decaro et al. (2006c) used minor groove binder probe technology to characterise CPV-2 

subtypes in 414 diarrhoeic samples of dogs and reported that the two minor groove binders 

used have shown to have high specificity, high sensitivity and very reproducible properties 

ensuring the quantification of CPV-2 DNA with precision compare to the viral DNA load in 

TaqMan-based PCR assay. Therefore, the study has demonstrated that MGB probe assay is an 

attractive tool, reliable for identification and rapid characterisation of CPV variants.  

Pérez et al. (2007) conducted a study in puppies aged 1-11 months old (vaccinated and 

unvaccinated) with haemorrhagic enteritis in order to establish the existence and prevalence of 

CPV-2c in Uruguay. During the study, analysis of the samples was done using PCR, RFLP and 

DNA sequence of the VP2 gene. 24 out of 25 samples were characterised as CPV-2c and one 

(1) as CPV-2a. Based on these findings, the study reported that CPV-2c was actually the 

prevalent field strain of CPV circulating in Uruguay.  

Touihri et al. (2009) used MGB probe tools, sequencing and phylogenetic analysis to 

characterize CPV-2 variants circulating in Tunisia. A total of 79 samples were involved in the 

study (between 2007 and 2008) and 2 sets of primers were used for the screening. After 

screening and typing, it was revealed that the subtypes of CPV-2 were presently circulating in 

Tunisia with predominance for CPV-2b (42%). 

Tajpara et al. (2009) used polymerase chain reaction in their study on the incidence of CPV in 

diarrhoeic dogs and found that the prevalence of CPV was high in dogs below 6 month of age 

(30.30%) compared to dogs over one year of age (15,60%). The prevalence of CPV infection 

was also remarkably high in unvaccinated dogs (31.40%) compared to vaccinated dogs 

(13.33%). 
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Decaro et al. (2010) conducted a study to evaluate the detection rate of the CPV variants by 

using a commercial in-house test (SNAP canine parvovirus antigen test). Some 201 samples 

(58 faecal samples and 143 rectal swabs) were involved. The study found that in order for the 

*SNAP test to detect the variant agent, the sample must contain a viral load of >109 DNA 

copies/mg of faeces. However, some samples with a very high viral load tested negative using 

the in-house assay. The study suggested a possibility of antibodies interference in the samples 

or degradation of the capsid antigen due to long-term storage. Moreover, this study reported 

that to emphasise the diagnosis of CPV, the in-clinic assay was done first, followed by the 

laboratory confirmation with PCR- based assays in suspicious cases. CPV-2c was detected by 

the SNAP parvo test.  

Ohshima et al. (2010) isolated a minute virus of canines (MVC) from an elderly dog with 

severe gastroenteritis using PCR and VI. In their study, one dog (11 years) showed signs of 

vomiting and bloody diarrhoea and a negative result was found when faecal specimen was 

tested for suspected CPV-2 infection. Therefore the study reported that MVC was non-

pathogenic in aged dogs are in agreement with Carmichael et al. (1994). Pratelli et al (1991) 

stated that the most characteristic feature of bocaviruses (where MVC belongs) appears to be 

pathogenic in very young animal with mild to severe pneumonitis and/or enteritis in new born 

puppies.  

Calderón et al. (2011) used PCR amplification for the identification and characterisation of 

CPV-2 subtypes in Argentina between the years 2003 and 2010. Amplification of a 583 bp 

fragment in the VP2 gene was perform on 79 rectal swabs collected from dogs suspected to be 

infected with CPV. The study reported that CPV was detected with predominance in puppies 

aged 1-5 months. The PCR result showed that CPV-2c was the predominant variant based on 

the AA substitution Glu 426.   

Deka et al. (2013) also found that the prevalence of CPV was higher in males (21.12%) than 

females (8.45%). CPV positive was detected in vaccinated dogs (9.52%) and unvaccinated 

(30.15%). Deepa and Saseendranath (2002) also reported that 13.64% of vaccinated dogs 

suffered from CPV.  

Streck et al. (2013) developed a PCR method using TaqMan technology for the detection and 

quantification of CPV-2 and FPLV in the serum and faecal samples of dogs. During the study, 

samples were subjected to several passage of different tests like HA, IF (Immunofluorescence), 

C-PCR and RT-PCR. The results revealed only 12% of the samples were detected by IF, 32% 
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of samples were tested positives by conventional PCR and 58% tested positive by RT-PCR. 

Therefore, the RT-PCR performed in this study could detect CPV-2 and FPLV in both the 

serum and faeces, due to the primers and sequences used in order to upgrade the methodology 

of PCR- based diagnosis that minimize the risk of false negative. 

Decaro et al. (2013) developed a study to evaluate the performance of an in-clinic test for the 

detection of CPV in the faeces of dogs with acute diarrhoea. Additionally HA assay and real-

time PCR (Using MGB) for the detection, quantification and characterisation were also used 

as tests. It was reported in the study that when PCR was used in comparison to HA in order to 

detect CPV, the in-clinic test had a high specificity compared to HA; therefore the test revealed 

the presence of CPV-2c. Based on this, the in-clinic assay is ideal, especially when samples are 

indicative of CPV suspicion. Negative CPV samples by the in-clinic assays should be subject 

to PCR in the case where parvovirus involvement is suspected. 

Dogonyaro et al. (2013) used conventional PCR for the detection of CPV-2 strains by 

amplifying the VP2 gene of the section 583 bp. Their results revealed 94.34% (100/106) 

described as CPV-2b to be the most predominant in South Africa; followed by 2a with 5.66% 

(6/106). No positive samples were identified as CPV-2c. 

Decaro et al. (2014) also demonstrated that in the presence of samples from vaccinated animals, 

the sensibility also will be increased by IC assay. The low vaccine viral load detected by PCR 

explain why samples from vaccinated animals are negative for IC assay and positive by PCR 

(Desario et al., 2005). 

Kim et al. (2015) used the quartz crystal microbalance biosensor (QCM) in conjunction with 

ProLinker™ B to rapidly diagnose CPV with accuracy. The goal for this method was to 

measure the frequency change that the antigen-antibody interaction will induce. The cut-off 

value (which is the intersection point value set that determine whether the sample was 

identified correctly as positive or negative) was set at 205 Hz and a sensitivity of 95.4%, there 

was a specificity of 98% from all the samples tested. Therefore the study reported that QCM 

used the gold-coated electrodes is a promising analytic tool for a rapid and reliable analysis in 

clinical diagnosis with high sensitivity and high specificity compared to PCR. 

Ohneiser et al. (2015) used PCR to detect the presence of CPV-2 DNA in faecal samples of 

diarrhoeic dogs in order to identify CPV variants circulating among dogs in New Zealand; and 

also to clarify the evolutionary patterns of contemporary field CPV-2 viruses. During the study, 
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79 samples from dogs suspected to be infected by CPV-2 were tested by PCR. In the results, 

70 were positives with 69 and 1 as subtypes 2a and 2b respectively. Therefore the study 

reported that mainly CPV-2a is circulating in New Zealand, mostly identified in young, 

unvaccinated puppies less than 6 months of age, and the CPV-2 constitute a monophyletic 

group.  

Miranda et al. (2015) conducted a study using PCR screening to identify the risk factors 

associated with the occurrence of CPV infection in Portugal, between 2012 and 2014 among 

dogs suspected of CPV infection; and to detect CPV in naturally infected dogs. The study 

reported a CPV prevalence of 77.5% and parameters associated with CPV involvement were 

age and anthelminthic treatment history. Puppies up to 3 months of age are at lower risk of 

contracting CPV infection compared to dogs between 6 and 12 months of age, which is in 

agreement with Gisilanbe et al. (2005). Furthermore dogs that had received anthelminthic 

treatment were less at risk to be CPV positive than the ones that did not receive, in agreement 

with Kalli et al. (2010) who reported that anthelmintic reduce the risk of contracting the virus, 

and also that pure breeds were more likely to develop infection than mixed breeds. Ling et al. 

(2012) demonstrated that in the warm season dogs are at higher risk with a great susceptibility 

to contract CPV infection.  

Miranda et al. (2016) conducted a study on the epidemiological evolution of CPV-2 in Portugal 

from 2012-2014, where CPV-2 variants were detected and characterised by (IC) test and PCR 

methods. The IC test revealed 56% positive and 44% were negative, whereas PCR assay 

detected 76.2% positive. RFLP (restriction fragment length polymorphism) analysis revealed 

51% identified as CPV-2c that was also confirmed by sequence analysis. Therefore the study 

reported that CPV-2c was the most predominant variant during the period of the study; CPV-

2b was predominant in 2013. The sensitivity of the rapid test compared to PCR was 68% and 

32% suspected of being infected were not detected by IC test. The study has proved that the 

three CPV-2 variants are circulating in the Portuguese dog population with few 2a. 

Amrani et al. (2016) used traditional HA and molecular methods to study the epidemiology 

and the prevalence of CPV antigenic types in order to determine which variants are circulating 

in Morocco. He found that half of the diarrhoeic samples tested by HA were negative, and the 

PCR screening shows that HA negative samples except one were positive. 

Kaur et al. (2016) used different PCR assays (like conventional PCR, nested PCR, individual 

real time PCR probe assay and multiplex real time PCR probe assay) for the detection of CPV 
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and its antigenic types on 100 samples and found that nested PCR and real time PCR revealed 

respectively 50% and 44% were positive. Desario et al. (2005) found out that IC detected 41% 

of CPV-2, HA detected 50%, 54% by VI, 68% by conventional PCR and 73% by real time 

PCR. 

Kantere et al. (2015) conducted a study to evaluate the accuracy of rapid diagnostic kit of CPV, 

CCoV and CRV antigen (Quickinq) in the detection of CPV infection in dogs under different 

storage conditions. The study was done on samples collected from dogs presenting signs 

resembling those of parvoenteritis. They found that negative results do not exclude 

parvoenteritis and the sensitivity of IC is increased when samples are examined straight after 

collection; and concluded that the rapid diagnostic kit for CPV, CRV, and CCoV can be used 

for early diagnosis of parvoenteritis. However due to its low sensitivity, negative results should 

be subject to a more sensitive technique like PCR.  

Duque-García et al. (2017) studied the prevalence and molecular epidemiology of CPV-2 in 

diarrhoeic dogs presented with acute gastroenteritis compatible with parvovirus in order to 

confirm and characterize which antigenic variants were circulating in Colombia. The study 

used PCR, RFLP (restriction fragment length polymorphism) analysis, sequencing and 

phylogenetic analysis to process 71 samples; therefore detect and characterise CPV. The study 

has reported a high prevalence of CPV-2 of 70.42 %; and no significant difference between 

genders. Although, the characterisation of variants confirm the presence of 2a/2b considered 

as new variants impacting also in dogs older than 6 months and responsible for acute 

gastroenteritis. Breed predisposition also had a prevalence in cross breed (more than 40 %), as 

also in agreement with Sellon (2005). 

Soliman et al. (2018) used PCR as a diagnostic tool in comparison with the rapid diagnosis and 

molecular typing of the CPV-2 to study the incidence of CPV infection in 50 dogs and to detect 

the vaccine strain currently circulating in Egypt. The results showed that 50% were positive 

after CPV screening test and 50% were negative. However, samples from IC test (samples with 

8 positive to IC and 10 negative plus a local vaccine) were subjected to PCR and were found 

to be positive by PCR assay and the genotyping using primers for variants CPV 2a, 2b and 2c 

indicate a positive CPV-2b. Therefore the study reported that CPV-2b is the currently 

circulating field strain; and PCR is the best and reliable method of diagnosis with very high 

sensitivity and specificity to detect and identify dogs shedding CPV-2 at low titres in their 

faeces.  
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Sun et al. (2018) used a multiplex TaqMan real-time PCR for the detection and differentiation 

of four antigenic types of CPV in China. They reported that this method detects and 

differentiates simultaneously four antigenic types of CPV compared to other PCR based 

methods that can detect, identify and diagnose; the results showed that of the 114 samples 

tested, 112 were positive for CPV variants (2a/ 2b/ 2c) and the 2 others were detected just as 

CPV-2. 

Decaro et al. (2004) used a TaqMan® fluorogenic RT-PCR assay to detect and quantify CCoV 

RNA in the faeces of dogs. During the study 78 faecal sample were tested by conventional RT-

PCR; as a result 29 were negative for both techniques, 27 and 48 were positive respectively by 

conventional RT-PCR and fluorogenic RT-PCV assay. Therefore the study reported that the 

detection limit of CCoV by fluorogenic assay was about 107copies/µl of template whereas by 

conventional RT-PCR was about 103 molecules; thus quantification by real time PCR is ideal 

for a complementary test for the efficacy of vaccines against CCoV. 

Pratelli (2006) reported that the specific role played by CCoV in canine enteritis has not been 

clarified as several diseases implicated CCoV like gastroenteritis, infectious peritonitis, 

bronchitis, hepatitis, and encephalitis.  

Stavisky et al. (2010) conducted a study on the prevalence of CECoV in a cross- sectional 

survey of dogs in the UK and tested 249 samples using RT-PCR to detect type I and type II 

CECoV. As a result, only the type I was identified. The study also found that only 7 samples 

were detected as positive for CECoV with a prevalence of 2.8%. Additionally it was proven 

that type I CECoV is circulating in UK at low prevalence mostly in healthy dogs. 

Soma et al. (2011) conducted a study for the detection and genotyping of CCoV RNA together 

with CPV-2 DNA in diarrhoeic dogs in Japan. 109 faecal specimens of dogs with diarrhoea 

collected from September 2007 to December 2009 were examined by RT-PCR. The study 

reported that CCoV was significant in dogs aged < 1 year old and rare in dogs aged 1 year or 

more at 66.3% and 6.9% respectively, whereas CPV-2 represented 43% of affected dogs aged 

<1 year old and 10.3% for those aged ≥ 1 year or older; these findings indicate that CCoV is 

very important organism causing diarrhoea in young dogs in Japan compared to CPV-2. 

Deka et al. (2013) studied the epidemiology of CPV and CCoV in Assam by using sandwich 

ELISA to detect the viral antigens in faecal samples of 178 diarrhoeic dogs using a technique 

described by Rimmelzwaan et al. (1991). Sampling was done according to the dogs’ age group 
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quarterly in the year (0-3 months, 4-6 months, 7-9 months, 10-12 months, and above 

12months); also according to seasonal period of the year. The prevalence of CPV infection was 

found to be highest in the 4-6 months age group (41.86%) and the prevalence of CCoV 

infection was significantly expressed in the 0-3 month’s age group. Seasonal prevalence 

observed of CPV infection was higher in pre-monsoon (41.18%), then winter (34.62%), post-

monsoon (26.01 %) and finally the lowest prevalence was in monsoon (8.06%). Highest 

prevalence of CCoV was in winter (26.92%); then the pre-monsoon (15.91%), and the lowest 

prevalence was in monsoon (6.45%). 

Ntafis et al. (2013) conducted a study to investigate the presence of CCoV in Greece from 206 

samples from diarrhoeic dogs for the detection and characterisation of CCoV and its strains 

circulating in Greece. Molecular identification revealed that CCoV was detected in 65.1% 

(134) puppies below three months old and pets kept in group (kennels, animal’s shelters, and 

pet shops). Furthermore, the genotype characterisation revealed that 99 samples were found to 

be CCoV-I; whilst 94 samples were CCoV-II. In addition the study also found that according 

to age groups, puppies younger than three months old 67/91 (73.6%), puppies at least three 

months old 67/115 (58%) were positive to CCoV. Furthermore it was found that puppies kept 

in groups presented a high risk of contamination to CCoV than in singly housed animals. This 

is mostly due to the contact between animals and the route of transmission of the infection. The 

long-term viral shedding for the contagious status period of CCoV is 2 weeks minimum as 

reported also by Pratelli et al. (2001). 

Pinto et al. (2014) used reverse transcriptase PCR to study the phylogeny of coronaviruses 

isolated in Brazil in 5 puppies aged 1-6 months that died as a result of severe gastroenteritis. 

Molecular analysis detected 3 positives for CCoV-II and 3 positives for CPV-2 and 2 dogs co-

infected by CCoV-II and CPV-2. Furthermore, the study indicated that after amplification and 

sequencing of S gene and the VP2 gene, the strains were characterized as CCoV-IIa and CPV-

2c. Therefore, the study reported and suggested that when puppies are presented with 

haemorrhagic gastroenteritis (usually CPV-2 incriminated) pantropic CCoV should be 

considered and tested in order to differentiate the 2 viruses and clarify a potential scenario of 

co-infection.  

Costa et al. (2014) characterised CCoV strains circulating in diarrhoeic puppies in Brazil by 

using RT-PCR amplifying the M and S genes. The study was conducted on 250 samples 

collected from 2006 to 2012, and the results revealed that the partial amplification of the M 
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gene detected CCoV-I and CCoV-II but did not differentiate IIa and IIb strains. Therefore 

CCoV-I, IIa and IIb were detected circulating in Brazil. Additionally, it was also found in the 

study that CCoV was detected in vaccinated puppies and in puppies less than three months old, 

as at this age the vaccination has not yet been fully completed. 

Cavalli et al. (2014) conducted a study on the detection and characterization of CPV-2 and 

CCoV in faeces of dogs with diarrhoea in order to determine which strains were circulating in 

Albania from 2011 to 2013. The study used TaqMan real-time PCR for CPV-2 detection and 

MGB probe for characterization. TaqMan reverse transcription assay was used for the detection 

and quantification of CCoV RNA. As a result, TaqMan assay detected 92.98% positive CPV-

2, and MGB probe characterized 54.71% as CPV-2a and 45.28% as CPV-2c. On the other 

hand, TaqMan real-time RT-PCR detected 53.38% of CCoV and CCoV-II was the predominant 

subtype. Based on the finding, the study reported that CPV- 2a and CCoV-IIa were the subtypes 

mostly detected.  

Mochizuki et al. (2001) reported that rotaviruses are rarely detected as causal agents in canine 

diarrhoea; but there is a possibility of mixed viral aetiology for diarrhoea in canine populations. 

Ortega et al. (2017) conducted a study using PCR and RT-PCR to identify parvovirus and 

rotavirus in co-infection among dogs with signs of gastroenteritis in Mexico. Some 50 rectal 

swabs were collected and tested by PCR and RT-PCR testing for parvovirus identification and 

testing for rotavirus identification respectively. The results of the finding reported that out of 

the 50 samples, 45 (90%) were positive for at least one of the two viruses, 27 (54%) were 

positive for only parvovirus, 7 (14%) were positive only for rotavirus, and 11 (22%) were co-

infected. Based on these findings, the study reported a high co-infection rate compared to other 

countries (2.4% in USA, 1.2% in Japan). The study also found rotavirus in dogs older than six 

months whilst in other studies there were reports of rotavirus presence only in puppies less than 

two months of age or new-born (Kang et al., 2007). 

2.7. TREATMENT FOR CPV, CRV AND CCoV 

Pollock & Coyne (1993) reported that CPV represent the major cause of canine viral enteritis, 

thus sometimes CCoV and CRV are usually found in a co–infection with CPV. Based on that, 

it is necessary to implement the same treatment to all three viruses, with reference of CPV as 

the important viral pathogen causing diarrhoea and gastroenteritis. 
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Prittie (2004) reported that an early detection of the onset of clinical signs will lead to early 

management of the condition and an opportunity of a well imposed aggressive therapy in order 

to obtain a good survival rate. 

It was demonstrated that during the pathophysiology of viral infection of the GIT, the evident 

outcome results was diarrhoea (Pollock, 1982); as CPV caused bloody diarrhoea (Yilmaz et 

al., 2007), CCoV caused mild to watery diarrhoea (Tennant et al., 1991), and CRV caused 

acute watery dehydrating diarrhoea (Buonavoglia et al, 2010). Based on these findings, McCaw 

and Hoskins (2006) as well as Pollock and Coyne (1993) suggested that supportive treatment 

including the correction of the hydration status in dogs in order to balance the fluid and 

electrolytes lost in diarrhoea and vomiting is an ideal approach and the key for better 

management. 

Mylonakis et al. (2016) suggested a treatment plan based mostly as supportive and 

symptomatic, and including fluid therapy, antibiotic treatment, antiemetic treatment, 

nutritional support, and antiviral treatments along with pain management (that is still under 

investigation for certainty) and blood transfusion in case of severe anaemia. Additionally, the 

above study recommended anthelmintic treatment in order to alleviate the severity of the 

infection. 

Smith-Carr et al. (1997) recommended a plasma transfusion for the treatment of CPV enteritis 

as an adjunctive treatment as it provides a neutralising effect against circulating virus, thus 

reduce the risk of subsequent systemic inflammatory response. However, Bragg et al. (2012) 

reported that this plasma administration after onset of clinical signs did not enhance the 

assessed parameters like time of recovery, severity of clinical and hematologic finding, 

including duration of hospitalisation. On the other hand, Day et al. (2016) has proposed to 

administer a large volume of the plasma earlier on after the appearance of clinical signs. 

Prittie (2004) also reported that plasma administration for treatment of CPV enteritis is 

indicated in CPV puppies with hypoproteinemia and a history of hypocoagulability associated 

with disseminated intravascular coagulation. 

Yilmaz et al. (2007) conducted a study on the aetiological role of viruses in puppies with 

diarrhoea and the finding of this study reported that CPV, CDV and CCoV have significant 

aetiological role to play in diarrhoea in dogs younger than four months of age. Moreover, CPV-

2 is the main viral agent involved, followed by CDV and CCoV respectively. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

The aim of this study was to discriminate different viral aetiology of bloody diarrhoea in 

puppies presented at the Dale Beighle Animal health centre, North-West University, Mafikeng. 

3.1. STUDY AREAS AND SAMPLES 

The study was conducted at the Dale Beighle Animal Health Centre, Mafikeng campus, North-

West University, in the North-West Province. The North-West Province is nationally 

demarcated by the Free State Province at the southeast, at the east by the Gauteng Province, at 

the southwest by the Northern Cape Province, at the northeast by the Limpopo Province, and 

the north by Botswana international border. Precipitation is about 360 mm during the summer 

months between October and April. 

The collections were done between March 2016 and June 2018 using a convenience method. 

Samples (84) were collected from sick puppies from Mafikeng and its surrounding areas with 

evident signs suggestive of gastroenteritis presented at North West University Animal Health 

Hospital for consultation. The faecal samples were collected in faecal containers and stored at 

-80℃ until further analysis. General informations (like age, breed, sex, vaccination status, and 

deworm status) together with clinical signs gathered at consultation (attitude, hydration status, 

mucus colour, body condition, gastroenteritis signs) were recorded. 

3.2. DETECTION OF CANINE PARVOVIRUS, ROTAVIRUS AND 

CORONAVIRUS 

3.2.1. SCREENING WITH IMMUNOCHROMATOGRAPHY TEST (IC) 

The samples were screened using IC test (SNAP Rapid test) to detect the presence of 

parvovirus, rotavirus and coronavirus antigens in the faeces. The kit used were: FASTest® 

Parvo card (Megacor Diagnostic, Austria) for CPV, CERTEST Rotavirus card test (CerTest 

Biotec, Spain) for CRV, and Antigen Rapid CCV Ag test kit (BioNote, Republic of Korea) for 

CCoV. 

All the kits were used according to the manufacturer’s instructions and the results were 

recorded. The molecular method (PCR) was later performed to compare whether the results 

obtained from IC were the same as the PCR results. All positive and negative samples for CPV, 

CCoV and CRV by IC were subjected to PCR for confirmation.  
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3.2.2. McMASTER TECHNIQUE 

The aim of this method was to determine the number of parasite eggs per gram of faeces. A 

gram of faecal material was mixed thoroughly with 14 ml of egg flotation fluid and the faeces 

suspension was filtered through cheese cloth into a second container. The filtrate was stirred; 

the first and second compartment of McMaster chamber filled with the sample and allow 

chamber to stand for 5 minutes. Eggs were counted within the engraved area of both the 

chambers. The total count was multiplied by 50 to obtain number of eggs per gram of faeces. 

3.2.3. NUCLEIC ACID DETECTION METHOD  

3.2.3.1. PREPARATION AND EXTRACTION OF TOTAL DNA  

Preparation 

Briefly, a water bath was prepared and set at 70℃ for use in steps 3 and 8 below. After that, 

centrifugation was done at room temperature (15-25℃) at 20,000 x g (⁓ 14,000 rpm). The 

precipitates were dissolved in Buffer AL and InhibitEx® Buffer by heating and mixing, and 

ethanol was added to Buffer AW1 and Buffer AW2 concentrate before use. 

Extraction procedure: 

In this research, total DNA was extracted from faecal samples stored at -80℃ using the 

QIAamp® Fast DNA Stool Mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions with few minor modifications. 

The extraction procedure was carried out as follows: about 180-200 mg of stool was weighed 

in a 2 ml micro centrifuge tube and placed on ice (step 1). One ml of InhibitEx buffer was 

added to each stool sample then vortexed for 1 minute until the stool sample was thoroughly 

homogenized (step 2). The suspension was heated in the water bath for 10 minutes at 70℃ 

(step 3) and the samples were centrifuged at 14 000 rpm for 1 minute to pellet stool particles 

(step 4). Some 25 µl of proteinase K was pipetted into a new 1.5 ml micro centrifuge tube (step 

5) and 600 µl of supernatant from the previous centrifugation was added into the 1.5 ml tube 

containing Proteinase K (step 6). Then 600 µl buffer AL was added and vortexed the mixture 

for 15 seconds (step 7). The solution was then incubated at 70℃ for 20 minutes in the water 

bath (step 8), then 600 µl of ethanol (96-100%) was added to the lysate, and mixed by vortexing 

(step 9).  About 600 µl lysate from the previous step was transferred to the QIAamp spin 

column. The cap was closed and the tube centrifuged for 1 minute at 8 000 rpm, then the 

QIAamp spin column was placed in a new 2 ml collection tube, and the tube containing the 
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filtrate was discarded. The step was repeated until all of the lysate were loaded onto the column 

(step 10). Then the QIAamp spin column was opened and 500 µl of buffer AW1 was added 

and centrifuged for 1 minute at 8 000 rpm. The QIAamp spin column was then placed in a new 

2 ml collection tube, and the collection tube containing the filtrate was discarded (step 11). 

Then the QIAamp spin column was opened and 500 µl buffer AW2 was added and centrifuged 

for 3 minutes at 8 000 rpm. At the end the collection tube containing the filtrate was then 

discarded (step 12). The QIAamp spin column was placed in a new 2 ml collection tube and 

centrifuged for 3 minutes at 2 000 rpm (step 13). The QIAamp spin column was then transferred 

into a new, labelled 1.5 ml micro centrifuge tube and 200 µl buffer ATE was pipetted directly 

into the QIAamp membrane. The QIAamp was incubated for 2 minute at room temperature, 

then centrifuged for 1 minute at 14 000 rpm to elute the DNA (step 14). 

Conventional Polymerase chain reaction 

 

DNA amplification  

 

Conventional polymerase chain reaction was used to perform the amplification of the genomic 

DNA after extraction by using DYAD™ Peltier T100™ thermal cycler (Bio-Rad. USA). The 

primers for the PCR were as described by Decaro et al. (2005b/2006b) (Table 3.1). The reaction 

of PCR was set up by adding the template DNA of 5 µl, forward and reverse primers of 1 µl  

each (25 pm/µl), 10 µl master mix and the reaction was made up to 25 µl adding nuclease free 

water (Table 3.2). The thermo cycling parameters were: an initial denaturation at 94℃ for 10 

minutes, followed by 40 cycles of denaturation at 94℃ for 30 sec., 60 sec. for annealing at 

55℃ and extension at 72℃ for 60 sec., with 10 minutes of final extension at 72℃ (Table 3.3) 

(Decaro et al., 2005b/2006b; Desario et al., 2005). The PCR products were sent to Inqaba 

biotechnical (Pty) Ltd for identification together with primers synthesis. 

Table 3. 1: Primer sets for canine parvovirus  

  

Primer                                                   Sequence 5´ to 3´ 

CPV-For                          AAACAGGAATTAACTATACTAATATATTTA 

CPV-Rev                         AAATTTGACCATTTGGATAAACT 
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Table 3. 2: The PCR components volume to use for DNA 

 

Components Volume / reaction 

Template DNA 

Forward Primer 

Reverse Primer 

Master Mix 

Nuclease free water 

Total 

5µl 

1µl 

1µl 

10µl 

8µl 

25µl 

 

Table 3. 3: Thermo cycling parameters for PCR amplification of viral DNA from faecal 

samples 

 

Step Cycles Temperature Time 

Initial denaturation 1 94℃ 10 minutes 

Denaturation  

40 

94℃ 30 sec. 

Annealing 55℃ 60 sec. 

Extension 72℃ 60 sec. 

Final extension 1 72℃ 10 Minutes 

 

Agarose gel electrophoresis and visualization of PCR products 

The extracted genomic DNA and PCR products (6 µl) were visualized using 1% agarose gel, 

stained with ethidium bromide (Et Br) (concentration 10 mg/ml). The agarose gel preparation 

was as: 5g of agarose powder was mixed with 500 ml of 1x TAE buffer. The solution was 

dissolved in the microwave for 5 minutes, the gel was allowed to cool to 40℃ before adding 

0.5 ml of ethidium bromide and the gel was cast in the electrophoresis chamber to allow a total 

cooling. Therefore, the gel was transferred to the electrophoresis tank and 3 µl of PCR products 

plus 3 µl of loading buffer were mixed and transferred in the gel wells. The electrophoresis 

was run at 80 voltage and 400 mA for 30 minutes with Gene Ruler ladder plus 100 bp (Life 

sciences®, Southern Cross Biotechnology, South Africa). The gel was visualised under UV 

light and pictures were taken with BIO-RAD Molecular Imager® Gel DOC™ XR+ with Image 

Lab™ Software; fragments were found after amplification (Figure 4.19). 
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DNA sequencing 

The DNA sequencing was carried out in accordance to the method described by Ngoma et al. 

(2013). The purified PCR fragments of the viral DNA were sent to Inqaba biotechnical, South 

Africa for sequencing. The sequences and chromatograms were observed with Bio edit-

systems; forward and reverse sequences were compared and corrected for compliance. Tools 

for the blast program were used to search the sequences according to Altschul et al. (1997) in 

order to find the closest match in the Gen-Bank. The closest sequences were then downloaded 

and aligned using clustal (Thompson et al., 1994) with the original sequences and edited with 

Bio-edit. In the program DNA pair, the edited sequences were compared using maximum 

parsimony (Felsenstein, 1985). 

Phylogenetic analysis 

The sequencing results obtained were analysed and corrected with the BioEdit sequence 

alignment editor. MEGA6 program, multiple sequence alignments were carried out against the 

corresponding nucleotide sequences obtained from the GenBank (Ngoma et al., 2013). 

The evolutionary history was inferred by using the Maximum Likelihood method based on the 

Jukes-Cantor model (Jukes & Cantor, 1969). The percentage of replicate trees in which the 

associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test (1000 replicates) are shown next to the 

branches (Felsenstein, 1985). The tree with the highest log likelihood (-28719.8557) is shown 

in Figure 4.21. Initial tree(s) for the heuristic search were obtained automatically by applying 

Neighbours-Join and BioNJ algorithms to a matrix of pairwise distances estimated using the 

Maximum Composite Likelihood (MCL) approach, and then selecting the topology with 

superior log likelihood value. The analysis involved 98 nucleotide sequences. There were a 

total of 4627 positions in the final dataset. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA6 

(Tamura et al., 2013). 

3.2.3.2. EXTRACTION OF TOTAL RNA FROM FAECAL SAMPLES 

The extraction of RNA from faecal samples stored at - 80℃ using the TRI Reagent® Protocol 

was in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the stool samples were 

prepared and kept overnight at 4℃. The previously prepared stool samples were maintained at 

room temperature for approximately 15 minutes before use. An amount of 200 µl of stool 

samples were transferred into a 2ml micro centrifuge tube, 600 µl of TRI Reagent were added 

and the mixed solutions were vortexed for about 30 sec, centrifuged at 1000 rpm at 2-8℃ for 

10 minutes. The supernatant on the surface of the aqueous phase containing RNA, protein; and 
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a layer of fatty material were removed and a clear supernatant was obtained. The clear 

supernatant was transferred into a new tube, incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature and 

120 µl of chloroform was added, the solutions were vortexed for 15 sec, and allowed to stand 

at room temperature for 15 minutes. The obtained mixture was centrifuged at 1000 rpm at 

temperature of 2-8℃ for 15 minutes, and 3 phases were formed: the colourless upper aqueous 

phase which contained RNA, the interphase (containing DNA) and the red organic phase 

(containing protein). The colourless aqueous phase was carefully pipetted to avoid mixture 

with the interphase, and transferred in a fresh new tube. 300 µl of 2 - propanol was added to 

the new tube and mixed. The mixture was incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes and 

centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1000 rpm at 2-8℃. The RNA precipitate formed a pellet on the 

side and bottom of the tube. The supernatant was discarded, 300 µl of 75% ethanol was added 

to the RNA pellet for washing and the mixture was vortexed and then centrifuged for 5minutes 

at 7500 rpm at 2-8℃. The supernatant was discarded, the RNA pellet was air-dried for 10 

minutes, and 30 µl of RNase/DNase free water was added. To facilitate dissolution, the product 

was incubated in the water bath at 60℃ for 15 minutes and mixed by pipetting repeatedly with 

a micropipette. 

Reverse transcription 

The RNA was synthesised to c-DNA using the Super Script III One Step RT-PCR System with 

Platinum Taq (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) following the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Gene-specific primers used for PCR amplification were RotaReal-F (5’-

TTCTGCTTCAAACGAYCCACTC-3’), RotaReal-R (5’- GAGAAATCYATTGRTCGCA-

3’) for rotavirus (Soltan et al., 2016). The condition set on the thermal cycler (BIO RAD- 

TM100, USA) were as follows:  1 cycle of c-DNA synthesis at 50℃ for 30 min, 95℃ for 2 

min, followed by 45 cycles of denaturation at 95℃ for 15 sec, annealing at 60℃ for 1 min. 

(Table 3.4). CCoV-F (5’-TTGATCGTTTTTATAACGGTTCTACAA-3’), CCoV-R (5’-

AATGGGCCATAATAGCCACATAAT - 3’) for coronaviruses (Vieira et al., 2018); and the 

condition set on the thermal cycler were as follows: 1 cycle of c-DNA synthesis for 10 min. at 

96℃, followed by 39 cycles of denaturation for 2 min. at 60℃  and annealing at 98℃ for 30 

sec., and 1 cycle of final extension for 2 min.at 60℃ (Table 3.5). The PCR reaction for rotavirus 

and coronavirus was set up by adding 12.5 µl of 2x reaction mix (Invitrogen by life 

technologies, USA Lot no: 1887771), 5 µl of template RNA, 0.5 µl of forward and reverse 

primer (25pm/µl) each, 1 µl of Super Script™ IIIRT/Platinum™ Tag mix and the reaction was 
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made up to 25µl using nuclease free water (Table 3.6). The PCR products were sent to Inqaba 

biotechnical (Pty) Ltd for identification together with primers synthesis. 

Table 3. 4: Thermo cycling parameters for PCR amplification of CRV from faecal samples 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. 5: Thermo cycling parameters for PCR amplification of CCoV from faecal samples 

Step Cycles Temperature Time  

cDNA synthesis 1 96℃ 10 minutes 

Denaturation  

39 

60℃ 2 minutes 

Annealing 98℃ 30 sec. 

Final extension 1 60℃ 2 minutes 

 

Table 3. 6: The PCR components volume to use for RNA 

 

 

Agarose gel electrophoresis and visualization of PCR products 

Agarose gel (5g) was prepared and mixed with 500 ml of 1x TAE buffer. The solution was 

dissolved in the microwave for 5 minutes; the gel was allowed to cool to 40℃ before adding 

0.5 ml of ethidium bromide and therefore cast in the electrophoresis chamber to allow a total 

cooling. Thereafter, the gel was transferred to the electrophoresis tank; 3 µl of RNA plus 3 µl 

of loading buffer were mixed and transferred in the gel walls. The electrophoresis was run at 

80 voltage and 400 mA for 30 minutes with Gene Ruler ladder plus 100 bp. The gel was 

Step Cycles Temperature Time 

c-DNA synthesis 

and 

pre-denaturation 

 

1 

 

 

50℃ 30 minutes 

95℃ 2 minutes 

Denaturation  

45 

95℃ 15 sec. 

Annealing 60℃ 1 minutes 

          Components Volume /reaction in µl 

2x Reaction mix 12.5 

Template RNA 5 

Forward Primer 0.5 

Reverse Primer 0.5 

Super Script™ IIIRT/Platinum™ Tag mix 1 

Nuclease free water 5.5 

Total 25 
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visualised under UV light and pictures were taken with BIO-RAD Molecular Imager® Gel 

DOC™ XR+ with Image Lab™ Software; fragments were observed after amplification (Figure 

4.22). The electrophoresis of PCR products was performed according to the methods and 

procedure described by Ngoma et al. (2013).  

RNA sequencing 

The PCR fragments of the viral RNA were sent to Inqaba biotechnical, in Pretoria, South Africa 

for sequencing. The sequences and chromatograms were observed with Bioedit-systems; 

forward and reverse sequences were compared and corrected for compliance. Blast program 

were used to retrieve the closest match sequences from the Gen-Bank (Altschul et al., 1997). 

The closest sequences were then downloaded and aligned using Clustal (Thompson et al., 

1994) with the sequences from the current study. The sequences were edited using Bio-edit 

software (Felsenstein, 1985). 

Phylogenetic analysis  

The sequencing results obtained were analysed and corrected with the Bio edit software 

alignment editor. Multiple sequence alignments were carried out against the corresponding 

nucleotide sequences obtained from the GenBank using MEGA6 program. 

The evolutionary history was inferred using the Neighbor-Joining method (Saitou & Nei, 

1987). The optimal tree with the sum of branch length = 466.41796875 is shown. The 

percentage of replicate trees in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap 

test (1000 replicates) are shown next to the branches (Felsenstein, 1985). The evolutionary 

distances were computed using the number of differences method (Nei & Kumar, 2000) and 

are in the units of the number of base differences per sequence. The analysis involved 17 

nucleotide sequences. All positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated. There 

were a total of 89 positions in the final dataset. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in 

MEGA6 (Tamura et al., 2013). 

Statistical analysis 

The study used pie charts to present demographic variables, egg count, vaccination status, the 

prevalence of CPV and CRV. Clustered bar charts were used in this study to summarise the 

prevalence of the disease according to the sex of the dogs.  The Cochran’s Q test was 

implemented to determine the possibility of a significant difference between the screening test 

(IC) results and confirmatory test (PCR). The Cochran’s Q test was also used to determine 
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whether a significant difference in the prevalence of the diseases under study was present due 

to the vaccination status of the dog. A p-value less than the significance level of 0.05 was taken 

as indicating a significant difference between the two tests, and between the non - vaccinated 

and vaccinated dogs.  In addition, the Chi-Square test of association was used to determine 

whether the prevalence of CPV and CRV is significantly associated with the various 

demographic variables. A p-value less than 0.05 indicated a statistically significant association 

between the variables, otherwise the relationship was insignificant. This study also calculated 

the sensitivity, specificity, apparent and true prevalence, positive and negative predictive value. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

Infectious bloody diarrhoea in puppies caused by viral gastroenteritis agents has always been 

a concern to be addressed and a serious condition to be monitored. CRV, CCoV and CPV-2 

are mostly incriminated as primary pathogens responsible for infectious gastroenteritis. Decaro 

and Buonavoglia (2012); Kantere et al. (2015) demonstrated how CPV remains the main and 

important viral pathogen that causes fatal disease in dogs, whereas CRV play a zoonotic role 

in the spread of infection (Martella el al., 2010), and CCoV causes mild enteritis (Tennant et 

al., 1991; Costa et al., 2014). 

Different methods of diagnosis have been identified for the detection of CRV, CPV and CCoV, 

like VI, HA, HI, IC, EM, Indirect fluorescent antibody test, ELISA and PCR (Mochizuki et al., 

1993; Desario et al., 2005). 

4.1. IMMUNOCHROMATOGRAPHY ASSAY FOR THE DETECTION OF 

CANINE ROTAVIRUS, PARVOVIRUS AND CORONAVIRUS. 

A total of 84 faecal samples from diarrhoeic dogs suspected to being infected with CPV-2 were 

collected in the present study and presenting signs compatible with viral or infectious like 

gastroenteritis associated with haemorrhagic diarrhoea, vomiting, dehydration, high fever, 

depression, and haemorrhagic enteritis in some cases. 

The kit used represented a cassette that displays a window for the result reading as the test is 

based on a sandwich lateral flow IC assay; thus a clear band in the control window indicate the 

presence of the antigen. The reading is done between 5-10 minutes. Obtained positive and 

negative results are represented as observed in figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4. 1: Immunochromatography assay kit to use. 

 A. shows a positive result of IC test for CPV with 2 visible bands; B. and C. showing weak 

positive results of CRV and CCoV. 

All the 84 diarrhoeic samples were screened using rapid test kits and subjected to molecular 

characterisation using the PCR for CPV, CCoV, and CRV in accordance with the 

manufacturer’s requirements. The analysis of results obtained were done according to age, sex, 

breed, area of dog origin and season. The demographic results of this study showed in regard 

to age (Figure 4.2), almost half of the dogs in the study (49.4%) were in the age group of  0-12 

weeks, followed by about one third (33.8%) which were in age group of 13-24 weeks. While 

the remaining percentage of animals was either in the age group of 25-36 weeks (7.8%), 37-48 

weeks (5.2%), 49-60 weeks (2.6%), and 61-72 weeks (1.3%). The Figure 4.3 shows that more 

than two thirds of the dogs in this study (59.8%) were males and the rest (40.2 %) were females. 
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Figure 4. 2: Illustration of the overall age distribution as a percentage. 

 

 

Figure 4. 3: Dogs presenting with gastrointestinal enteritis according to their sex 
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The majority of dogs in the current study were cross breeds (39.02%), followed by Pit Bulls 

(30.49%); Boerboel breed (12.20%); Rottweiler (4.88%); Grey hound (3.66%) and 2.44% Jack 

Russell. All other breeds represented 1.22% (Figure 4.4). 

 

 

Figure 4. 4: Distribution of Dogs breeds presenting with gastroenteritis 

 

The results of the parasite egg counts showed that 11 (13.1%) samples were found with eggs, 

as represented in Table 4.1.  Among the positive ones, 52.2% contained Ancylostoma caninum, 

followed by Ancylostoma caninum and Toxocara canis (21.7%) and the remaining samples 

were containing the Toxocara canis (17.4%) or Coccidia (8.7%) categories (Figure 4.5). 
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Table 4. 1: Summary of egg distribution among dogs presenting with gastroenteritis 

 

 Identified eggs Frequency 

Toxocara canis 2 (2.4 %) 

Ancylostoma caninum 1(1.2 % ) 

Coccidia 1(1.2 %) 

Ancylostoma caninum and Toxocara canis 7(8.3 %) 

No eggs 73(86.9 %) 

Total 84(100 %) 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 5: Parasite species found on the dogs that were positive for eggs. 
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In addition, there was a significant difference (P<0.05) between the unvaccinated (69%), and 

the vaccinated dogs (31%) that presented with gastroenteritis (Figure 4.6). 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 6: Vaccination status of dogs with gastroenteritis. 
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When focussing on the area of origin of the dogs, results presented in Figure 4.7 show that 

14.5% (n=12/84) of dogs presented with gastroenteritis came from Unit 15, followed by 

Montshiwa with 10.1% (n=9/84); Golf View and Mosiane View with 7.2% (n=12/84); Unit 10, 

Danville and Lonely Park Village with 5.8% (n=15/84); Unit 9, Riviera Park and Lokaleng 

village contributed with 4.3% (n=11); Unit 8; Unit 12 and Signal Hill Village with 2.9% 

(n=7/84). All other locations comprised 1.4% (n=18) of all the dogs under study. No 

statistically significant association (P>0.05) between the occurrence of the diseases CPV and 

CRV and location were observed (see Table 4.4). 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 7: Area of origin of dogs presenting with gastroenteritis. 
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4.2. PCR FOR THE DETECTION OF CANINE ROTAVIRUS, PARVOVIRUS, 

AND CORONAVIRUS. 

The PCR method featuring high sensitivity and high specificity was used as a confirmative 

diagnosis of the results from the IC test performed as a screening test. The latter is known for 

its low sensitivity. The 84 samples tested positive and negative by IC were subjected to 

molecular identification (PCR) for confirmation. The Cochran’s Q test results (Table 4.2) 

showed significant differences (P < 0.05) between the proportions of CPV and CRV for both 

the IC and PCR tests. However, no differences (P > 0.05) were observed for the CCoV for the 

same tests (Figures 4.8 to 4.12). 

Table 4. 2: The p-values results of CPV, CRV, and CCoV between IC and PCR test. 

  CPV CRV CCoV 

N 84 84 84 

Cochran's Q 8.909 10.000 2.000 

Df 1 1 1 

P-value 0.003* 0.002* 0.157 

 

*Statistical significant 

 

Figure 4.8: Shows that the screening test yielded 78.6% positive samples whereas the 

confirmative test identified 95.2% of the samples as being positive for CPV. 

 
Figure 4. 8: Comparison between the IC Test and PCR results for CPV in all tested samples 
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Results of the association between sex and the occurrence of CPV (Figure 4.9) revealed that 

39% of the female dogs tested positive for CPV whereas more than half of the male dogs tested 

positive to the disease (56.1%). No statistically significant association (P) were observed 

between CPV and sex (Table 4.4). 

 

 
 

Figure 4. 9: Correlation between dog’s sex and the occurrence of CPV. 
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Figure 4.10: Shows that the screening test yielded 2.4% positive samples whereas the 

confirmative test identified 14.3% of the samples as being positive for CRV. 

 

Figure 4. 10: Distribution of the CRV by screening test (IC) and Confirmatory test (PCR) 

 

Results obtained and shown in Figure 4.11 show that only 6.1% of the female dogs tested 

positive for CRV while 8.5% of male dogs tested positive for this virus. No statistically 

significant (P >0.05) association were observed between CRV and sex (Table 4.4). 

 

 

Figure 4. 11: Distribution of the CRV by screening test (IC) and Confirmatory test (PCR).  
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Figure 4.12: Shows that the screening test yielded 2.4% positive samples whereas the 

confirmative test identified 100% of the samples as being negative for CCoV. Note that no 

statistically significant difference (P >0.05) was found between the CCoV results from the 

screening test and those from the confirmatory test (Table 4.2). 

 

Figure 4. 12: Distribution of the CCoV by screening test (IC) and Confirmatory test (PCR) 

 

In this study, the Cochran Q test results (Table 4.3) revealed a significant (P<0.05) correlation 

for the CRV between vaccinated and unvaccinated dogs. While no statistical significant was 

observed for the CPV and CCoV. The results for the vaccinated versus the unvaccinated dogs 

are presented in Figures 4.13 to 4.15. 

Table 4. 3: Statistical comparison of the occurrence of the three diseases among vaccinated 

and unvaccinated dogs 

  CPV CRV CCoV 

N 52 52 52 

Cochran's Q 2.250 5.000 2.000 

Df 1 1 1 

P-value 0.134 0.025* 0.157 

*statistically significant  
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The results obtained and summarised in Figure 4.13 show that the percentage of positive cases 

of CPV from non - vaccinated dogs (86.2%) is slightly lower than the percentage of positive 

cases from vaccinated dogs (88.5%). Note that no statistically significant difference (P >0.05) 

was found between the CPV results from the unvaccinated and vaccinated dogs (Table 4.3). 

 

Figure 4. 13: Occurrence of the CPV among vaccinated and unvaccinated dogs 
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Figure 4.14: Shows that the percentage of positive cases of CRV from non - vaccinated dogs 

(6.9%) is lower than the percentage of positive cases from vaccinated dogs (11.5%). Note that 

a statistically significant difference (P <0.05) was found between the CRV results from the 

unvaccinated and vaccinated dogs (See Table 4.3). 

 

 

Figure 4. 14: Occurrence of CRV among vaccinated and unvaccinated dogs 
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The results presented in Figure 4.15 show that there were no positive cases of CCoV from 

unvaccinated dogs and the percentage of positive cases from vaccinated dogs was 3.85%. Note 

that no statistically significant difference (P >0.05) was found between the CCoV results from 

the unvaccinated and vaccinated dogs (See Table 4.3). 

 

Figure 4. 15: Occurrence of CCoV among vaccinated and unvaccinated dog 
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Statistical analysis in Table 4.4 showed that based on the chi-square or Fisher’s Exact test 

(where applicable4), the results of both CPV and CRV do not significantly (P>0.05) depend on 

either the age, sex, breed of the dog, the egg count from the samples and location from which 

the sample was collected. 

Table 4. 41: Relationship between Demographic Variables and the prevalence of CPV and 

CRV2 

Association 

between: 

Chi-Square/Test Value Df P-value 

CPV and Age Likelihood Ratio3 6.085 5 0.298 

CPV and Sex Fisher's Exact Test   0.645 

CPV and Breed Likelihood Ratio 7.026 11 .797 

CPV and Location Likelihood Ratio 14.440 27 .977 

CRV and Age Likelihood Ratio 7.290 5 .200 

CRV and Gender Fisher's Exact Test4   1.000 

CRV and Breed Likelihood Ratio 10.236 11 .509 

CRV and Location Likelihood Ratio 37.176 27 .092 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 These results are based on the confirmative results since they are regarded as final 
2 CCOV is not considered since all cases were negative from the confirmative test 
3 Used when more than 20% of the cells have expected frequencies less than 5 and we do not have a 2 by 2 table 
4 Used when we have a 2 by 2 table 
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The reliability of the PCR compared to IC is represented in figures 4.16 – 4.18. The in – clinic 

test was able to detect CPV-2 antigen in 66/84 (78.5%) of analysed samples, CRV antigen in 

2/84 (2.4 %) and no CCoV antigen of analysed samples. 

Figure 4.16: Shows an overall agreement of 78.5% with a relative sensitivity and specificity of 

the IC test of 82.5% and 0% respectively when compared to PCR for CPV.                                            

 

Figure 4. 16: Overall percentage of sensitivity and specificity for CPV between IC and PCR  
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Figure 4.17: Shows an overall agreement of 88% with a relative sensitivity and specificity of 

the IC test of 16.6% and 100% respectively when compared to PCR for CRV. 

 

 

Figure 4. 17: Overall percentage of sensitivity and specificity for CRV between IC and PCR.  
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Figure 4.18: Shows an overall agreement of a 97.6% with a relative sensitivity and specificity 

of the IC test of 0% and 100 % respectively when compared to PCR for CCoV. 

                        

 

Figure 4. 18: Overall percentage of sensitivity and specificity for CCoV between IC and PCR. 
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=
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=

0
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4.3. MOLECULAR ANALYSIS 

4.3.1. CONVENTIONAL POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR) FOR THE 

DETECTION OF CANINE PARVOVIRUS. 

Detection of CPV genes by PCR 

Total genomic DNA was extracted from all 84 faecal samples and the PCR was run using a 

pair of primer forward and reverse, to amplify a fragment of the capsid protein encoding gene 

by yielding a product size of 93 bp (base pairs). Fragments were found after running the gel on 

electrophoresis at 80 voltages for 30minutes, 80 samples were confirmed positive and sent to 

Inqaba, in Pretoria for sequencing (Figure 4.19). 

 

 

Figure 4. 19: The CPV-2 fragments (1-24), L: Ladder from the amplification of PCR products. 

Confirmation results of viral strains detected after PCR and sequences analysis for CPV 

The PCR amplification and sequencing of the DNA gene were performed on the 80 (95.23%) 

positive samples and the results obtained revealed that the main contaminant 72 (90%) was the 

CPV-2c strain. The similarity was observed around 89% ̶ 100% identity according to DNA 

BLAST sequence homology results (Table 4.5). 
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Table 4. 5: Viral strains from the PCR products after sequence analysis and their accession 

numbers in GenBank for CPV-2 

Sample 

Number 

Sample 

Identification  

Reference from NCBI 

database 

Accession 

Number 

Percentage 

similarity (%) 

1 PRU8M  Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

2 PRU13M Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 92 % 

3 CDAM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

4 PCMVM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 96 % 

5 PU9M Canine parvovirus 2 CPVK13  FJ197835.1 89 % 

6 PRGM Canine parvovirus strain  MG560138.1 89 % 

7 PLPM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 95 % 

8 PCLM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

9 PU9M Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

10 PU1M Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

11 PMVM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

12 PMSHM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 100 % 

13 PGVM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

14 PSHM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

15 PTSM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

16 PLPM Canine parvovirus 2c strain MH711902.1 95 % 

17 PU6M Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

18 PDAM Canine parvovirus 2c PERV3 MF536724.1 98 % 

19 PDAM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

20 PM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

21 PGVM Canine parvovirus 2c strain MH711902.1 97 % 

22 PM Canine parvovirus 2c strain MH711902.1 97 % 

23 PMVM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

24 PM Canine parvovirus/Jiangsu/45 KC556946.1 98 % 

25 PGVM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

26 PMTIHM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 95 % 

27 PDAM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

28 PM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

29 PU15M Canine parvovirus 2b KP6204 JF900762.1 97 % 

30 PU15M Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

31 PU10M Canine parvovirus _IB_2016 MH128383.1 98 % 

32 PU15M Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 96 % 

33 PU10M Canine parvovirus 2c strain MH711902.1 97 % 

34 PU2M Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

35 PMONM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 96 % 

36 PMONM Canine parvovirus 2b KP6204 JF900762.1 98 % 

37 PU10M Canine parvovirus/Jiangsu/45 KC556946.1 98 % 

38 PU8M Canine parvovirus 2c strain MH711902.1 95 % 

39 PLPM Canine parvovirus 2c strain MH711902.1 97 %  

40 PLOKM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

41 PLOKM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

42 PU15M Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 96 % 

43 PM Canine parvovirus 2c PERV3 MF536724.1   92 % 

44 PDIM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

45 PU15M Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/FJ197835.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43M8H54W01R
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MG560138.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43N7VJN8015
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MF536724.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=4926G1X7014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/KC556946.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=4940EAD9014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/JF900762.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=49585CNW01R
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH128383.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=49AWM77H014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/JF900762.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=4B9UM3AE015
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/KC556946.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=4BAE2EFV015
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MF536724.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=4BSKY75D014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
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46 PU15M Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

47 PMAKM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

48 PLOKM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 96 % 

49 NTONM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

50 NM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

51 NMVM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

52 NMVM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

53 NM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

54 NRPM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

55 NM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

56 NMONM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

57 NM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 %  

58 NGVM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

59 NMONM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 %  

60 NLPM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 95 % 

61 NM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 95 % 

62 NU15M Canine parvovirus 2c strain MH711902.1 95 % 

63 NM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

64 NRPM Canine parvovirus 2c PERV3 MF536724.1 95 % 

65 NM Canine parvovirus 2c strain MH711902.1 97 % 

66 PU9M Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

67 PSHM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

68 PU15M Canine parvovirus 2c strain MH711902.1 97 % 

69 PU15M Canine parvovirus 2c PERV3 MF536724.1 95 % 

70 PM Canine parvovirus 2c PERV3 MF536724.1 97 % 

71 PRPM Canine parvovirus 2c strain MH711902.1 98 % 

72 PU14M Canine parvovirus 2c strain MH711902.1 97 % 

73 PGVM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 97 % 

74 PU12M Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

75 NM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

76 PU12M Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

77 PM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 95 % 

78 PMONM Canine parvovirus 2c strain MH711902.1 98 % 

79 PMONM Canine parvovirus 2c strain  MH711902.1 98 % 

80 PU15M Canine parvovirus 2b KP6204 JF900762.1 97 % 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MF536724.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=4BXFNMZG014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MF536724.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=4C0T92DU014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MF536724.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=4C0T92DU014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/MH711902.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=43DA661F014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/JF900762.1?report=genbank&log$=nuclalign&blast_rank=1&RID=4C4G58Y7015
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Figure 4. 20: A rooted plylogenetic tree of Mafikeng CPV-2 strains with similar sequences 

retrieved from GenBank using the Maximum Likelihood method. Maga 6 with multiple 

alignments was the program used to construct the Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic tree. 

Bootstrap value of 1000 replicate were apply. CL: Cookes lake, DA: Danville, DI: Dibate, GV: 

Golf view, LP: Lonely park, LOK: Lokaleng village, M: Mafikeng, MON: Montshiwa, MAK: 

Kakhubung village, MSH: Moshawane village, MV: Mosiane view, MTIH: Motihabeng 

village, RA: Ramasadi village,RG: Rooigrond, RP: Riviera park, SH: Signal hill village,TON: 

Tontonyane village, TS: Tsetse village, U: Unit. 

4.3.2. CONVENTIONAL POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR) FOR THE 

DETECTION OF CANINE ROTAVIRUS. 

Detection of RNA gene by PCR 

Total genomic RNA was extracted from the samples. All 84 faecal samples were subjected to 

PCR using a pair of forward and reverse primers to amplify a fragment of the capsid protein 

encoding gene by yielding a product size of 141bp (base pairs) (Soltan et al., (2018). Fragments 

were found after running the gel on electrophoresis at 80 voltage for 30minutes, and 12 samples 

were positive (14.28%) and sent to Inqaba, in Pretoria for sequencing (Figure 4.23). 

 

Figure 4. 21: The CRV fragments (1-12), L: Ladder 100 bp on the left and 1kb on the right 

from the amplification of PCR products. 

Confirmation results of viral strains detected after PCR and sequence analysis for CRV 

The PCR amplification and sequencing of the RNA gene were performed on 12 positive 

samples. The similarity was observed around 96% ̶ 100% identity according to RNA BLAST 

sequence homology results (Table 4.6). 

 

 

 

 

141bp 
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Table 4. 6: Viral strain from the PCR product after sequence analysis and their accession 

numbers in GenBank for CRV  

Sample 

Number 

Sample 

Identification  

Reference from NCBI 

database 

Accession 

Number 

Percentage 

similarity (%) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

PRU8M  

PRU13M 

PCMVM 

PLPM 

PCLM 

PU9M 

PU1M 

PMVM 

PMSHM 

PGVM 

PTSM 

PGVM 

Rotavirus A RVA 

Rotavirus A RVA 

Rotavirus A RVA 

Rotavirus A RVA 

Rotavirus A RVA 

Rotavirus A RVA 

Rotavirus A RVA 

Rotavirus A RVA 

Rotavirus A RVA 

Rotavirus A RVA 

Rotavirus A RVA 

Rotavirus A RVA 

LC340031.1 

LC340031.1 

LC340031.1 

LC340031.1 

LC340031.1 

LC340031.1 

LC340031.1 

LC340031.1 

LC340031.1 

LC340031.1 

LC340031.1 

LC340031.1 

99% 

100% 

100% 

97% 

98% 

99% 

98% 

98% 

99% 

100%    

96% 

100%    

 

 

 (Out group) 
 

Figure 4. 22: A rooted plylogenetic tree of Mafikeng CRV strain with similar sequences 

retrieved from GenBank using th the Neighbor-Joining method. Maga 6 with multiple 

alignments was the program used to construct the Neighbor-Joining method phylogenetic tree. 

Bootstrap value of 1000 replicate were apply. CL: Cookes lake, GV: Golf view, LP: Lonely 

park village, MON: Montshiwa MSH: Moshawane village, MV: Mosiane view, TS: Tsetse, U: 

Unit. 
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Results displayed in Figure 4.22 show that although all strains belong to same species, the 

strain Canine Corona Virus AF 502583.1 is completely unique and does not correlate with the 

other isolated CCoV. The strain Rotavirus A KY972100.1; Seq 7 (U1) and Seq 10 (GV) are 

completely different all remaining strains to which they correlate. Strains Rotavirus G3; Seq 

1;2;3;4;5;6;8;11;12; and Rotavirus A RVA are correlated and originate from the same area. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION 
 

Diarrhoea is a common condition frequently encountered in small animals medicine, thus raises 

a concern for practitioners and owners. Many factors are incriminated in the occurrence of 

diarrhoea as it is usually accompanying other gastroenteritis disorders; bacteria, viruses, 

parasites, diet, lifestyle might be responsible for diarrhoea, especially in pups (Casseleux, 

2009). Viral diarrhoea in pups is a result of the GIT disturbance subsequently to the implication 

of viral pathogens of the GIT like CPV, CCoV, CDV, CAD-2, and CRV. 

In the present study, the emphasis was on CPV, CCoV and CRV as they present a high degree 

of contamination; and additionally CRV plays a role as a zoonosis as mentioned by Martella et 

al. (2010). 

The current study represent an investigation on CRV, CPV-2, and CCoV causing diarrhoea in 

dogs in Mafikeng as brought to the clinic for consultation. In the present survey, we aimed to 

study the aetiology of bloody diarrhoea caused by the viral pathogens of the GIT. The 

demographics variable parameters used to accomplish the above mentioned were age, sex, 

breed, vaccination status, and the area.  

The age distribution according to Figure 4.2 showed that 49.4% (n= 41) represents the age 

group of 0 – 12 weeks. These results are in disagreement with previous studies done by Miranda 

et al. (2015) and Gisilanbe et al. (2005) who in their studies observed that puppies up to 3 

months of age were at lower risk of contracting CPV infection and only dogs aged between 6 

– 12 months were at risk. This might be explained by the presence of maternal antibodies’ 

protection of the puppies via colostrum in the population studied by Miranda and Gisilanbe. 

While the population in this study might have been at low immunity because of lack of 

vaccination, this is also supported by the finding of Gisilanbe et al. (2005) who stated that 

young unvaccinated animals were more likely to be CPV positive compared to vaccinated 

animals. In addition, early vaccination for animals who are still having active maternal 

antibodies, the cross reaction might trigger the occurrence of the disease (Day et al., 2016; 

Altman et al., 2017). This study also confirmed these findings as it was found that the majority 

(69%; n=58) of puppies (0 – 12 weeks) were at higher risk due to their unvaccinated status. 

The possible justification is that puppies did not acquired maternal antibody protection and 
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some of the puppies were vaccinated just once and did not finish the course of vaccination; 

thus the immunity was weak. 

The findings are in agreement with those of Tupler et al. (2012) who revealed that puppies 

under 6 months of age are the most affected with gastroenteritis; and also in accordance with 

Kahn et al. (2005) who reported that the fact that maternal antibody protection falls and the 

protection status through vaccination has not yet been established adequately has made the 

younger age at high risk of contracting viral infection. That explains our results showing the 

younger age (0 -12 weeks) being the most infected up to 49% and being found to be 

unvaccinated. 

Greenberg and Estes (2013) reported that CRV infection causes severe dehydrating diarrhoea 

mostly in puppies younger than 2 weeks of age. This is also in agreement with the findings of 

this study that showed most of affected being 0 -12 weeks old. Decaro and Buonavoglia (2012) 

reported that the interference between the MDA from vaccinated dams to puppies (via 

colostrum) and the vaccination constituted the major problem of CPV vaccine failure. These 

finding might explain why in this present study there were a high number of young 

unvaccinated. Considering our study area, we suspected also that the high number of 

unvaccinated could include reasons like pet’s owners neglected the vaccination history of 

puppy. Other reasons were also as referred to by Smith-Carr et al. (1997); Khan et al. (2006) 

that CPV-2 infection observed in unvaccinated dogs are mostly due to poor management and 

hygiene, cost of vaccines (as it’s presents a financial challenge for pet owners) and often a lack 

of awareness that pets need vaccination. Mafikeng is a semi – urban area, with a population 

mostly composed of the elderly; this might explain the high number of unvaccinated dogs (69 

%). The contamination of vaccinated animal in Mafikeng with CPV-2c is supported by the 

finding of Calderón et al. (2011) who reported that CPV-2c spread worldwide is also affecting 

vaccinated dogs. In this present study we found that some of the puppies were vaccinated only 

once whilst most of them were unvaccinated. Additionally, actual CPV-2 vaccines offer 

protection against all natural variants including the CPV-2c variant, thus young and adult dogs 

are still contracting CPV despite the vaccination status as reported by Mylonakis et al. (2016). 

Although outbreaks of CPV infection in vaccinated dogs might be explained by reasons 

advanced by Altman et al. (2017) concerning age of last vaccination to be sixteen weeks of 

age; also by the reasons demonstrated by Mylonakis et al. (2016) concerning the health care to 

prevent CPV except vaccination; and Day et al. (2016) concerning the type of vaccine 

administered.  
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This study was also in accordance with Ohneiser et al. (2015) who also revealed that the CPV 

variant found to be circulating in New Zealand was detected in young and unvaccinated 

puppies less than 6 months of age. Calderón et al. (2011) also reported in their study that CPV 

was detected in 78% of infected with predominance in puppies aged 1 – 5 months old. The 

results are also in agreement with the finding of Tajpara et al. (2009) who also found that the 

prevalence of CPV was mostly in unvaccinated dogs aged below 6 months.  

Results presented in Appendix 1 showed that 13 (15.5 %) of the infected dogs were above 6 

months of age. Among the 13 (15.5 %) dogs infected, 8 (61.5 %) were males positive for CPV 

and 5 (38.5 %) were females positive for CPV. These results might be explained by the findings 

of Houston et al. (1996) who reported that sexually intact males above 6 months are twice as 

likely as entire females and at higher risk to develop CPV infection. In addition, Deka et al. 

(2013) found that the prevalence of CPV infection is elevated in males than in females. Our 

findings were in agreement with these reports.  

Kalli et al. (2010); Miranda et al. (2015) revealed that anthelmintics reduce the risk of 

contracting the virus. The results obtained in this study showed that a total of 11 canine 

helminths eggs were found among puppies. These included Toxocara canis, Ancylostoma 

caninum, Coccidia, and Ancylostoma caninum plus Toxocara canis. These findings show that 

deworming has not been accomplished in some cases of dogs presenting with diarrhoea. 

Ancylostoma spp and Toxocara canis are known to be zoonotic parasites worldwide (Moskvina 

& Ermolenko, 2016). 

Results obtained in this study and presented in Figure 4.4 showed that the majority of dogs 

with gastroenteritis were cross breeds (39.02 %), then pit bulls (30.49 %). Reports done by 

Houston et al. (1996); Kalli et al. (2010); Miranda et al. (2015) about breeds predisposition 

playing a role in developing the infection as pure breed are more likely to develop the infection 

than cross breeds and small breeds. We did find in this study that cross breeds were the more 

affected (39.2 %) than the pure breeds because among 33 (39.2 %) cross breed demographically 

distributed, only 6 (7.1 %) were vaccinated once and 27 (32.1 %) were unvaccinated (Appendix 

2). Furthermore, most of the dogs were under 12 weeks of age. That explained again the fact 

that maternal antibody protection was not established via colostrum as demonstrated by 

Miranda et al. (2015). The predominant area was Unit 15. No data recorded were found to 

represent the association between CPV and the area. Unit 15 being a location with more 

percentage of infected dogs, this might be explained by the socio-economical effect. Most 
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people are not aware of the need of vaccination and also their economic status might influence 

their ability to offer their dogs vaccination. 

The aetiology determination of bloody viral diarrhoea was accomplish by using two tests for 

identification, detection and characterisation of the pathogenic agent: Immunochromatography 

assay for antigen detection and molecular technique for confirmation and characterisation. 

Decaro et al. (2010) suggested that for a better diagnosis, the ideal approach is to start by a 

screening diagnostic test and to finish by PCR based – assay in the laboratory for confirmation. 

Immunochromatography test results revealed that screening test detected 78.6% of positive 

antigen DNA CPV; 2.4% positive antigen RNA CRV; and 2.4 % positive antigen RNA CCoV. 

Confirmation with molecular technique using conventional PCR confirmed 95.2% positive 

CPV, 14.3% positive CRV and no samples were confirmed positive CCoV by PCR. The 

negative PCR results for CCoV might be explained that IC results were false positive. Another 

explanation might be that conventional PCR was not the appropriate molecular technique for 

CCoV as demonstrated by Pratelli (2006); Decaro et al. (2010); Decaro and Buonavoglia 

(2011); Soma et al. (2011); (Gisilanbe et al., 2005). They suggested that RT-PCR was the 

confirmatory method for CCoV identification in the faeces of diarrhoeic dogs (Decaro et al., 

2006c).  

Based on these findings, the results showed in this study that CPV-2 is the most representative 

pathogen confirmed by PCR with 95.2 % positive samples (Figure 4.8), followed by CRV 

confirmed by PCR with 14.3 % positive samples (Figure 4.10) and non-existent positive value 

for CCoV. The findings are in agreement with studies done by Decaro et al. (2007) and Nandi 

et al. (2013), who reported that CPV is the most important cause of enteritis in dogs. 

There is a controversial theory about the role played by rotaviruses in diarrhoeic dog 

populations. Yilmaz et al. (2007) believed that rotaviruses do not play a significant role in 

diarrhoea in puppies aged less than 4 months. Whilst Mochizuki et al. (2001) demonstrated 

that CRV is virulent in  mixed viral aetiology of diarrhoea in canine populations.  

Ortega et al. (2017) whose results showed that 82% of samples tested in their study were 

positive for at least one of the 2 viruses and 11% were found in co-infection. Based on these 

findings, the present study is in agreement with Ortega et al. (2017) as we also found 95.2% 

and 14.3% positive respectively for CPV-2 and CRV, whereas the 14.3 % representative of 

CRV were found in co–infection with CPV-2c as showed in Table 4.5 and 4.6. There were no 
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co-contamination between CPV and CCoV as PCR showed that 100 % of the samples were 

negative for CCoV see Figure 4.12 and Table 4.2. Moreover, sequence analysis and genomic 

characterisation of CRV revealed G3 as the serotype demonstrated in our study; thus we are in 

agreement with Martella et al. (2001) who reported that G3 rotaviruses is the unique serotype 

within the canine population. We are also in agreement with Fitzgerald et al. (1995) who 

reported that G3 serotypes rotaviruses have been found in different species including humans, 

dogs, cats, and others. 

Schmitz et al. (2009) observed that the antigen detection kits present a high specificity and low 

sensitivity results of 18.4%; thus poor sensitivity compared to PCR. Desario et al. (2005) 

confirmed that conventional PCR is highly sensitive for the detection of CPV-2 DNA. 

There is a possibility that in dogs with severe bloody diarrhoea, the results of IC might be false 

negative based on the fact that more proteins and antibodies were lost in a case of very liquid 

diarrhoea; this therefore makes the antibodies not to be detected (observation from a specific 

author). 

The sensitivity and specificity of PCR compared to IC was respectively 82.5% and 0% for CPV 

with an overall agreement of 78.5%, whereas 16.6% and 100% for CRV with an overall 

agreement of 88%. Genetic analysis after sequencing revealed that the most predominant 

variant was CPV-2c followed by CPV-2b. Similar studies by Steinel et al. (1998) and 

Dogonyaro et al. (2013) found that the CPV-2b was the most predominant variant in South 

Africa. The difference of their results from the ones obtained in this study might be explained 

by the environmental factors such as climatic changes or genetic variability leading to possible 

mutations of the variants 2a and 2b. This is confirmed by Parrish et al. (1991); Buonavoglia et 

al. (2001) who in their study showed that the variant 2a and 2b are mutating into 2c.  

In the present study we found a correlation between positive for CPV and CRV. The finding is 

in accordance with Mochizuki et al. (2001) who reported that there is a possibility of mixed 

viral aetiology for diarrhoea in canine populations as rotaviruses alone are rarely detected as 

causal agents of diarrhoea in dogs. 

In this study, the CCoV could not be detected by conventional means. This is in accordance 

with several authors (Decaro et al. 2004; Soma et al. 2011) who demonstrated that RT-PCR is 

the recommended diagnostic tool for the identification of CCoV in the faeces of diarrhoeic 

dogs. This is also supported by the findings of Ntafis et al. (2013) who detected CCoV in 64% 
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of pups younger than 3 months old using RT-PCR; Pinto et al. (2014) detected CCoV-II and 

CPV-2 simultaneously at post-mortem in puppies aged 1-6 months old and the strains were 

characterised as CPV-2c and CCoV-IIa. This study detected only antigen RNA positive in 0-3 

months old but PCR could not confirm. 

In Mafikeng, the present research reported CPV-2c as the predominant variant circulating 

among puppies, followed by CPV-2b (Table 4.5). The prevalence of these two CPV-2 subtypes 

were also reported in other geographical areas including Africa: Tunisia with 2a, 2b and 2c 

(Touihri et al., 2009); South Africa 2a and 2b (Dogonyaro et al., 2013); Nigeria 2a (Dogonyaro 

et al., 2013). America: Uruguay 2a and 2c (Pérez et al., 2007); Argentina 2a, 2b and 2c 

(Caldéron et al., 2011); Brazil 2a, 2b and 2c (Pinto et al., 2012). Europe: Italy 2a, 2b and 2c 

(Decaro et al., 2007); Greece 2a and 2c (Ntafis et al., 2010); Albania 2a and 2c (Cavalli et al., 

2014); UK 2a, 2b and 2c (Decaro et al., 2007); Portugal 2a, 2b and 2c (Miranda et al., 2016). 

Asia: Japan 2a and 2b (Soma et al., 2013); India 2a, 2b and 2c (Kumar and Nandi, 2010) and 

New Zealand 2a (Ohneiser et al., 2015). 

Nevertheless, Cavalli et al. (2014) demonstrated that TaqMan reverse transcriptase is useful 

for detection of CPV-2 and CCoV as 92.98% and 53.38% respectively were detected in their 

studies; whilst MGB probe is useful for subtype characterisation. In this study we did not use 

RT-PCR as it required special equipment and materials plus a well-trained high quality 

personnel including the cost of the reagents; as reported also by Desario et al. (2005). 

In this study, conventional PCR detected the new antigenic variant CPV-2c in South Africa. 

Similar studies around the world used conventional method and found the same results, done 

by Perez et al. (2007), Calderón et al. (2011). It was demonstrated by Steinel et al. (1998) that 

CPV-2b was prevalent at 66% in the Southern African regions, whilst CPV-2a was prevalent 

in Europe and Asia. Meanwhile Dogonyaro et al. (2013) confirm that in South Africa CPV-2b 

was predominant followed by CPV-2a and no data about the prevalence of CPV-2c were 

available. 

These previous studies demonstrated similarities with the findings in this present study with 

regards to the method used and the evolution of CPV-2 strains. Furthermore no data were 

available regarding the CCoV and CRV prevalence in dogs in South Africa. 

Miranda et al. (2016) confirmed that it was a challenge to state with precision the CPV-2 

variants predominant in an area. Their study concluded that the prevalence depends on the 
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geographical area where the samples are collected. The possibility of change in the dynamics 

and mutations of the viruses demonstrated by previous studies might be the cause of the 

observed changes. There is no documentation or investigation done concerning the detection 

of CPV-2c in South Africa nor in Mafikeng. It is important to emphasise that this is also the 

first report on the detection of CPV-2c in South Africa.   
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1. CONCLUSION  

The aim of the study was to determine the epidemiology of bloody diarrhoea and to identify 

potential aetiological viral pathogens that are circulating among puppies presented to the 

Animal Health Hospital at the North West University in Mafikeng. This was done using the 

Immunochromatography assay and the molecular technique (conventional PCR). Results 

obtained revealed that CPV and CRV were the main viral cause of bloody diarrhoea. In 

addition, this study showed that younger dogs aged between 0-12 weeks were the most 

vulnerable to viral enteritis. 

The objectives mentioned in the section 1.3 of the study were met; as the study identified and 

confirmed the causative agents of viral bloody diarrhoea presented at the Animal Health 

Hospital of the North West University by the use of conventional PCR. Samples were tested 

using the IC and PCR methods and the results obtained were analysed using Cochran’s Q test. 

The results also revealed that the CPV-2c, 2b and group-A rotaviruses serotype G3 were most 

predominantly the field strains found circulating in Mafikeng. This led to a conclusion that 

there is mutation of the strains CPV -2a and CPV-2b into CPV -2c.  

The other objective of the study was to compare the reliability of IC vs the conventional PCR. 

It was found that the sensitivity of IC compared to PCR was 76.25%, 16.6% and 0% 

respectively for CPV, CRV, CCoV. PCR is more sensitive and reliable than IC for CPV and 

CRV but less sensitive for CCoV. The reliability of PCR compared to IC for detection of CCoV 

not reliable as the sensitivity was 0 %. This helped to conclude that clinicians will have to rely 

on both clinical and laboratory methods to confirm with certainty the diagnosis for bloody 

diarrhoea. 

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the findings and conclusions, this study recommends: 

The inclusion of the strain CPV -2c into the vaccine to cover all strains and reduce vaccination 

failure as observed among several animals. 

Further studies are needed to make final conclusions. 
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In addition, there is a need to study further the CPV strains in order to understand the origin of 

the CPV -2c strain. 

The government campaign for rabies vaccination were productive in the previous years; 

therefore we would like to suggest also campaigns for the control and prevention of viral 

diseases, and awareness around people concerning the spread of viruses in dog population.  

The 2 viruses found in this study exhibiting a threat to the public health, thus the study 

recommend revised of prophylactics measures, good monitoring and adequate control 

measures to be implemented to reduce, prevent and stop the spread of these viruses. These 

results were substantiated to Mafikeng and its surrounded areas. 

We also suggest campaigns for vaccination, deworming and sterilisation of companion animals 

to assist the less fortunate who could not afford vaccination or sterilization to participate, thus 

to keep their pets healthy as good companions. 

It is also important to consider for future research a large sample size collection with more 

geographical areas of South Africa involved for a great view and outcome. 

6.3 STUDY LIMITATION 

The number of samples was not enough to make definitive conclusions. 
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APPENDIX 
 

Appendix 1: Description (Age, Sex, Breed and Egg count) of all samples positive or 

negative by IC 

 

Sample 

No 

Sample  

    ID 

      IC    Age 

(weeks) 

Sex  Breed Egg count 

1 PRU8M         + 44 M Pit Bull           - 

2 PRU13M        + 16 M Pit Bull           - 

3 CDAM        + 13 F Rottweiler           - 

4 PCMVM        + 14 M Pit Bull           - 

5 PU9M        + 12 F Pit Bull           - 

6 PRGM        + 43 M Bull Terrier Toxocara 

canis 

7 PLPM        + 12 M Cross           - 

8 PCLM        + 52 M Cross           - 

9 PU9M        + 11 F Pit Bull           - 

10 PU1M        + 22 F Cross           - 

11 PMVM        + 10 M Cross           - 

12 PMSHM        + 16 M Pit Bull           - 

13 PGVM        + 10 M Cross Ancylostoma 

caninum, 

Toxocara 

canis 

14 PSHM        + 16 F Greyhound           - 

15 PTSM        + 32 M Pit Bull Ancylostoma 

caninum, 

Toxocara 

canis 

16 PLPM        + 12 M Cross           - 

17 PU6M        + 7 M Cross Ancylostoma 

caninum 

18 PDAM        +  M Pit Bull           - 

19 PDAM        +   Pit Bull           - 

20 PM        + 8 F Cross           - 

21 PMONM        + 11 M Pit Bull           - 

22 PGVM        + 20 M Cross           - 

23 PM        + 19 F Boerboel           - 

24 PMVM        +  F Cross Toxocara 

canis 

25 PM        + 28 M Bull Terrier           - 

26 PGVM        + 8 M Pug           - 

27 PMTIHM        + 13 F Pit Bull           - 

28 PRAM        + 32 M Pit Bull Ancylostoma 

caninum 

29 PDAM        + 16 F Boerboel           - 
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30 PU10M        + 20 M Boerboel           - 

31 PM        + 22 M Pit Bull           - 

32 PU15M        + 16 M Cross           - 

33 PM        + 33 F Rottweiler           - 

34 PU15M        + 16 M Pit Bull           - 

35 PU10M        + 16 F Pit Bull           - 

36 PU15M        + 16 M Cross           - 

37 PU10M        + 16 F Pit Bull           - 

38 PU2M        + 7 M Cross           - 

39 PMONM        + 16 M Boerboel           - 

40 PMONM        + 8 M Cross           - 

41 PU10M        + 7 M Cross           - 

42 PU8M        + 16 M Jack Russel           - 

43 PLPM        + 12 F Welmaraner           - 

44 PLOKM        + 8 M Cross           - 

45 PLOKM        + 8 F Cross           - 

46 PU15M        + 7 M Bull Mastiff           - 

47 PM        + 8 M Cross           - 

48 PDIM        + 46 F Pit Bull           - 

49 PU15M        + 11 M Pit Bull           - 

50 PU15M        + 11 F Pit Bull           - 

51 PMAKM        + 8 M Boerboel           - 

52 PLOKM        + 11 F Greyhound Coccidia 

53 NTONM         ̶ 78 F Dalmation           - 

54 NM         ̶ 12 M          Ancylostoma 

caninum 

55 NMVM         ̶ 20 M Cross           - 

56 NMVM         ̶ 8 F Boerboel           - 

57 NM         ̶ 28 F                     - 

58 NRPM         ̶ 20 F Pit Bull           - 

59 NM         ̶ 9 F Pit Bull Ancylostoma 

caninum 

60 NMONM         ̶ 39 M Cross           - 

61 NM         ̶  M Boerboel Ancylostoma 

caninum 

62 NGVM         ̶ 8 M Pit Bull           - 

63 NMONM         ̶ 12 F Cross           - 

64 NLPM         ̶ 6 F Cross           - 

65 NM         ̶ 7 F Cross           - 

66 NU15M         ̶ 6 M Cross           - 

67 NM         ̶ 7 M Cross           - 

68 NRPM         ̶ 16 F Pit Bull  Ancylostoma 

caninum          

69 NM  8 F Pit Bull           - 

70 PU9M        + 5 M Cross           - 

71 PSHM        + 50 M Rottweiler           - 

72 PU15M        + 9 F Boerboel           - 

73 PU15M        + 32 F Cross           - 
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74 PM        + 7 M Boerboel           - 

75 PRPM        +  M Maltese           - 

76 PU14M        + 12 M Cross           - 

77 PGVM        + 16 F Jack Russel           - 

78 PU12M        + 8 M Pit Bull           - 

79 NM         ̶            Greyhound           - 

80 PU12M        + 16 M Cross           - 

81 PM        + 10 F Boerboel           - 

82 PMONM        + 19 M Cross           - 

83 PMONM        + 19 F Cross           - 

84 PU15M        +  M Cross           - 

Positive: +, Negative:  ̶  , No eggs: -  

Appendix 2: Description (Age, Sex, Breed, Vaccination status) of all samples 

positive or negative by PCR  

 

Sample 

No 

Sample  

    ID 

   Age 

(weeks) 

Sex  Breed Vaccination 

status 

             PCR 

 CPV CRV CCoV 

1 PRU8M  44 M Pit Bull          ̶     +    +      ̶ 

2 PRU13M 16 M Pit Bull         +     +    +      ̶ 

3 CDAM 13 F Rottweiler         +     +    +      ̶ 

4 PCMVM 14 M Pit Bull         +     +     ̶      ̶ 

5 PU9M 12 F Pit Bull          ̶     +     ̶      ̶ 

6 PRGM 43 M Bull Terrier         +     +    +      ̶ 

7 PLPM 12 M Cross         +     +    +      ̶ 

8 PCLM 52 M Cross          ̶     +    +      ̶ 

9 PU9M 11 F Pit Bull          ̶     +    +      ̶ 

10 PU1M 22 F Cross         +     +     +      ̶ 

11 PMVM 10 M Cross          ̶     +    +      ̶ 

12 PMSHM 16 M Pit Bull          ̶     +    +      ̶ 

13 PGVM 10 M Cross          ̶     +     ̶      ̶ 

14 PSHM 16 F Greyhound          ̶     +    +      ̶ 

15 PTSM 32 M Pit Bull          ̶     +     ̶      ̶ 

16 PLPM 12 M Cross          ̶     +     ̶      ̶ 

17 PU6M 7 M Cross          ̶     +     ̶      ̶ 

18 PDAM  M Pit Bull         +     +     ̶       ̶ 

19 PDAM   Pit Bull         +     +     ̶      ̶ 

20 PM 8 F Cross          ̶     +    +      ̶ 

21 PMONM 11 M Pit Bull         +      ̶     ̶      ̶ 

22 PGVM 20 M Cross          ̶     +     ̶      ̶ 

23 PM 19 F Boerboel         +     +     ̶      ̶ 

24 PMVM  F Cross          ̶     +     ̶      ̶ 

25 PM 28 M Bull Terrier          ̶     +     ̶      ̶ 

26 PGVM 8 M Pug         +     +     ̶      ̶ 

27 PMTIHM 13 F Pit Bull          ̶     +     ̶      ̶ 

28 PRAM 32 M Pit Bull          ̶      ̶     ̶      ̶ 

29 PDAM 16 F Boerboel         +     +     ̶      ̶ 
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30 PU10M 20 M Boerboel          ̶      ̶     ̶      ̶ 

31 PM 22 M Pit Bull         +     +     ̶      ̶ 

32 PU15M 16 M Cross          ̶     +     ̶      ̶ 

33 PM 33 F Rottweiler          ̶      ̶     ̶      ̶ 

34 PU15M 16 M Pit Bull          ̶     +     ̶      ̶ 

35 PU10M 16 F Pit Bull           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

36 PU15M 16 M Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

37 PU10M 16 F Pit Bull           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

38 PU2M 7 M Cross           ̶    +     ̶        ̶ 

39 PMONM 16 M Boerboel          +    +     ̶       ̶ 

40 PMONM 8 M Cross          +    +     ̶       ̶ 

41 PU10M 7 M Cross          +    +     ̶       ̶ 

42 PU8M 16 M Jack Russel           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

43 PLPM 12 F Welmaraner           ̶    +     ̶       ̶  

44 PLOKM 8 M Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

45 PLOKM 8 F Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

46 PU15M 7 M Bull Mastiff          +    +     ̶       ̶ 

47 PM 8 M Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

48 PDIM 46 F Pit Bull           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

49 PU15M 11 M Pit Bull           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

50 PU15M 11 F Pit Bull          +    +     ̶       ̶ 

51 PMAKM 8 M Boerboel           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

52 PLOKM 11 F Greyhound          +    +     ̶       ̶ 

53 NTONM 78 F Dalmation           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

54 NM 12 M                     ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

55 NMVM 20 M Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

56 NMVM 8 F Boerboel          +    +     ̶       ̶ 

57 NM 28 F                    ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

58 NRPM 20 F Pit Bull          +    +     ̶       ̶ 

59 NM 9 F Pit Bull           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

60 NMONM 39 M Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

61 NM  M Boerboel           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

62 NGVM 8 M Pit Bull           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

63 NMONM 12 F Cross          +    +     ̶       ̶ 

64 NLPM 6 F Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

65 NM 7 F Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

66 NU15M 6 M Cross          +    +     ̶       ̶ 

67 NM 7 M Cross           ̶    +     ̶        ̶ 

68 NRPM 16 F Pit Bull           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

69 NM 8 F Pit Bull          +    +     ̶       ̶ 

70 PU9M 5 M Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

71 PSHM 50 M Rottweiler           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

72 PU15M 9 F Boerboel           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

73 PU15M 32 F Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

74 PM 7 M Boerboel           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

75 PRPM  M Maltese           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

76 PU14M 12 M Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

77 PGVM 16 F Jack Russel          +    +     ̶       ̶ 
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78 PU12M 8 M Pit Bull           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

79 NM   Greyhound           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

80 PU12M 16 M Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

81 PM 10 F Boerboel           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

82 PMONM 19 M Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

83 PMONM 19 F Cross           ̶     +     ̶      ̶ 

84 PU15M  M Cross           ̶    +     ̶       ̶ 

Positive: +, Negative:  ̶  

 


